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I n  contrast to classroomr that are primarily oriented toward giving students 
"the facts," thinking classrooms are exciting places for both students and 
teachers. This is especially true when these classrooms revolve around think. 
ing activities that (Muse teaching for critical and creative thinking into regular 
classroom instruction. When we weaveinto the fabric of a 12th grade Enelish 
classroom a study of the ments in the'play Romeo and Julief in order to make 
a reasoned judgment about the.fauses of the tragedy and whether anyone 
should he held responsible for it, we arc rapping Shakespeare at his best. ~ u i  
we are also challenging our students to put rhelr best effort Into thinking 
through these issues. A skillful teacher who helps students to avoid making 
l~asty judgments about these issues and to organi2e their thinking so that it 
is careful, thorough, and sensitive to both the realities of the situation as por- 
trayed by Shakespeare and standards of good critical judgment can create 
a rich atmosphere for such thinking in the clwsroom. When we look at  such 
classrooms we often seestudenw Involved in cons~ructive cqllaboratlve work 
and guided open discussion conductc'd without penalty for going up blind 
alleys. This typically leads to  an investlgstlve effort m d  ferment of iduu in 
which every member of the class participays..Th(s contrasts sharply W-th 
classrooms in which teachers practice mondidadc  t+hlng rtylts that $&us 
on the facts of plot, structure, and chkicter only, and do not pore questions 
that challenge studints' thinking. , .  - 

It is not just in bigh school classrooms thaj teachers arc restructuring the 
use of traditional curriculum rnattriah to teach for thlnWDg in thls way. When 
students in a 1st o d e  classroom arc challenged to  do better thinking than 
Chicken Little and think through how to deteminc what really caused the 
bump on her head, lhe lift in this classroom become simi!arly transformed 
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from passivity to activg exploratory engagement by the students. A skillful 
1st grade teacher can structure such a classroom t o  create a 1st grade version 
o f  the ferment of  ideas and  probing though! that results when students ex. 
plore the causes of  the tragedy of  Romeo a n d  Julict in the 12th gradt.  This, 
too, contrasts sharply with the climate in  a first grade classroom when a teacher 
merely reads this story to her students a n d  then gives them worksheets to 
complete  Those educators who are involved in  the  thinking skills movement 
have all felt the sense of  revitalization a n d  excitement that classrooms restruc- 
tured for thinking can bring to  teaching. 

INFUSING TEACHING FOR CRITICAL THINKING 
INTO REGULAR CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION 

The  work of  the two teachers I have just commented upon are paradigms 
of infusing teaching for thinking into regular classroom instruction by reslruc- 
luring the way traditional curriculum materials are used (Swartz, 1986, 1987b). 
Teachers can blend standard content with teaching for thinking in this way. 
A variety of  skills other than causal inference which are bound u p  in a more 
comprehensi\fe conception of the good thinker also form the basis for this 
restructuring-including thosc related to determining the accuracy of obser. 
vation and  other sources of information, skills at inference involving both 
evidence and deduction, and those needed t o  make  careful and  thoughtful 
decisions. The infusion of  teaching for thinking inlo the regular classrootli 
contrasts with the use of  a separate set of  materials designed as  a "thinking 
program" to  be added onto the curriculum. In addition i t  does not put the 
teacher in the position of relying o n  others to develop activities for thinking 
in the classroom. Teachers often d o  this themselves. 

This approach to  teaching thinking is of  great importance. it brings an 
emphasis o n  good thinking into the mainstream of  the curriculum and can 
make teaching for good thinking as natural in  the classroom as  teaching for 
good reading and  writing. 

I t  is tempting to  rest with accompllshments like those in the two examples. 
In each the teachers guide students to  explore mul!iple possible explanations 
through opcn brainstorming, and  look to  evidence that would count in favor 
o r  apainst these hypotheses. They isolate, gather, and  assess this evidence en 
route to  making well-founded inferences about  the web of causes behind the 
~ragedy  of  Rorneo and  Juliet, o r  what caused the bump on Chicken Little's 
head. This is thinking at its best. 

Teachers who bring things like these about  in their classrooms should be 
applauded. But I am concerned that we not rest here. As teoihrrs our goals 
are to  make studcnts better thinkers. This means that ivc !van1 !lien1 10 

ass i~ i~ i la re  ways of  thinking that we identify as  good or effective into their 
lives so that they use them when they are called for. Like Chicken Littlq people 
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often make hasty judgments about causality. We want these less effective ways 
o f  thinking to  be replaced by those we bring Into our  thinking classrooms 
with examples like the tragedy of  Romeo and  Juliet o r  the bump on Chicken 
Little's head. WC want students not simply t o  know how t o  think through 
what caused these things, but to  do this kind of thinking whenever ir Is called 
for. 

This suggests a broader perspective o n  teaching thinking. There is much 
documentation that good thinking in classrooms, like that in these examples, 
can become too particularized. Students can leave it behind when they leave 
these classrooms (Perkins, Ailen, & Halfner, 1983; Perkins, 1987). Teaching 
thinking must involve more than just  getfing students 10 d o  good  thinking 
within the walls of a classroom. Teaching thinking must also involve educa. 
tional practices that promote the transfer o f  the good thinking outside of 
these classrooms-whether to other classrooms or  to  the lives of students our. 
side o f  school. In addition, we must assure that  the transfer and use of good 
thinking in this broader context will be self-motivated. In our thinking 
classrooms we provide the motivalion for o u r  students' thinking by our qiies. 
tions and the problems we pose. We must d o  things that wean students 31 
this dependence. 

In the remainder of this paper I discuss a variety of  practices that teacherr 
have engaged in with these specific goals in mind. I consider some quesrionr 
that arise about these and discuss variations in classroom practice. My main 
purpose is to develop a framework for teaching thinking that systematically 
incorporates these techniques so  that we can design our efforts at teacltinp 
thinking to mavjmize our  chances of accomplishing these broader educational 
goals. 

The practices I will consider fall into three distinct categories: 

Merocopnirion 
Exrended procrice in using rhe some skill n,illr orher exoniples 
Rocher modcling of thinking orrirudes 

METACOGNITION AND SOME 
METACOGNITIVE TECHNIQUES 

It is now u.ell documented that helping students become aware of their think. 
ing can have a dramafic effect on learning (Bransford, Sherwood, Vye. C 
Rieser, 1986). Much has been u*ri t~en about rnetacognition to  prompr iri use 
in classroom contexts. These include contexts in which teachers have a multi. 
plicity of learning goals, from teaching reading and mathematics skills to gen. 
era1 study skills. Its use in teaching specific higher-order thinking skills is a 
special case of this broader range of application. 

The  rationale for introducing mctacognitive techniques into cog~lirive ~. 



instruction is that awareness of thlnking brings greater control and more delib- 
erate thinking activity. This can "fu" good habits of thought. Planning, moni. 
toring, and directing our own thinking are the three forms of metacognition 
most often cited as important to practice in'learning t o  think better (Costa, 
1984; Flavcll, 1976; Lockhead, 1986; Presseisen, 1987; Sternberg. 1985). This 
is not a new view. Earlier writers such as John Dewey (1933) emphasize strch 
forms of  thinking as  crucial to the success of efforts to teach good thinking. 

Curriculum designers and teachers who attempt to integrate thinking about 
thinking into the way they specifically leach for thinking skills use a variety 
of  practices and techniques. Here are some typical examples culled from cur. 
riculum materials, classroom practices, and the literature on teaching thinking: 

I .  Students, work together in pairs in which one student "thinks out loud" 
in solving a problem and another records what the first student is doing (Lock- 
head, 1985). 

2. Students are asked to give advice to other students about what they 
should d o  to ihink through an Issue about what caused something, about 
the consequences of the options they have in making a decision, etc (Breanon. 
Duff, and Swanz. 1986). 

3. Students are told by the teacher that the kind o f  thinking they will be 
doing is called prediction, and that it is irnporlant in figurlng oul what will 
happen in the future (Winocur. 1983). 

4. Students are asked to reflect on  a discussion they have just had about 
whethercertain first-hand accounts of an event are credible and extract a set 
o f  criteria they can use in making judgments o f  the reliability of firsthand 
accounts (O'Reilly, 1983; Swartz, 1986). 

5 .  Students are asked by a teacher todescribe how they went about solving a 
mathematics problem (Costa, 1984). 

6. Students try to figure out the rule of inference t o  follow in working 
out certain sorts of deductive arguments (Lipman, 1978). 

While all of these involve students in thinking about their thinking, their 
voriely strikes one  immediately. How does each fit into the overall goals o f  
metacognitive i~~struct ion? Are some of these techniques better or  more ap- 
propriate in achieving these goals than others? 

DEGREES OF METACOGNITIVE AWARENESS 

I n ?  common view aboot metacognition is that it is a speclaltype of thinking. 
I.flerent in kind from other forms of  thinking likecausal infercncc or dccislon 
naking. The examples above seem to indicate otherwise. They suggest that 
hinking about thinking differs from other inslances o f  thinking in that the 

object of our thinking-what we think about-is something speclal, our own 
thinking. The kindsoflhinking we d o  In these instances seem l o b e  the same 
as kinds of thinking we d o  when we think about other events in !he world, 
like historical events, or  even the deaths of Romco and Juliet. While we may 
well acknowledge that it is more difficult in many cases to focus our orren. 
tion on our own thinking than to focus our attention on  more commonplace 
events going on in the world around us, recognizing that there is nothing 
special about the kind of thinking that occurs in metacognition should 
demystify this notion and make it easier to teach. 

David Perkins and I have developed a four-fold classification o f  abilities 
we use In being aware of our own thlnking that supports this idea (Swartz 
& Perkins, 1989). We distinguish levels in a ladder of awareness representing 
degrees of reflective engagement with our own thinking. This ladder moves 
from what we call a 

lacit use 

of  a certain form of thinking along a continuum including three increasingly 
sophisticated types of consciousness: 

aware uses 
strategic uses 

and 

reflective uses 

of  a kind of thinking. 
Simply thinking about what caused the tragedy of Romeo and Ju l i e~ ,  

however complex this activity may be, without any explicic awareness o f  the 
thinking we are doing, is what we call a "tacit use" of the form of reasoning 
involved in this example. A majority of the instances of thinking that people 
engage in are of this sort. Their consciousness is exclusively directed upon 
what they are thinking about in the world around them. Suppose 1 am trying 
to decide what car to buy. My full attention may be focussed o n  comparing 
and contrasting different models, gathering relevant information, and tryins 
to make a judgment about theimpact of buying each car on  my overall finan- 
cial resources. l may not be thinking about how I am making this decision 
at all. Our ladder begins, thereforq with cognitive activity in which no meta- 
cognitive awareness is involved. 

While we may not be aware of what we are doing when we engage in a 
tacit use of a form of thinking, there is n sense in which the thinking we are 
doing is not hidden from us like the processes In the brain that are associated 
with it. It is there ready for our awareness and a mere shift in attention can 
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1113ke i t  nrl object 01 our consciousness too. When this occurs thcrc arc III 

Icait three dlflcrent ways that we can become aware of our'thinking, each 
reprerenting different ability levels in metacognition. 

.in "aware use" of a thinking skill is a minimal consciousness of the think- 
Ing ae are doing. If I a m  aware that I am trying to mbkea  decision in think- 
ing about which car to buy, 1 am au.are of  the thinking I a m  doing, but in 
a simple and undillerentiated way. 

\\hat we call a "itrategic use" o f  a thinking skill involves differentiating 
or~anized components in the way we use as particular thinking skill. Thus. 
~nstead of  sinlply being aware that I am trying to make a decision, I may 
uecomt aware that in doing this I first consider various options, then try to  
narro\t these down by looking for relevant information about  the pros and 
cons 01 each, and then sort through and weigh this information in order to 
make a decision about the best car to buy. This involves a deeper analysis 
and diiierentiation o f t h e  components o f  the thinking process than that in- 
jolbcd in merely identifying it. In typicalcases, when WC use a form o f  think- 
ins by trplicitly lollowins steps in the process we are engaging in a. strategic 
vre 01 the skill. 

F~nally, a "reflective use" o r  reasoning about which car t o  buy involves 
t o ~ h  conceptualizing a thinking strategy and making a reflective judgment 
1'131 this is a wise, e//ecrive, o r  good strategy to use In accomplishing our  
~ n i n h n q  goal. An evolualire o r  normalive judgment characterizes this way 
of thinking about our thinking. For example, I may consider the effectiveness 
of different ways to try to make a decision about which car to buy and  then 
conclude that t t  is irnporlant to consider an array of op~ions  first, before mak- 
ing a decision, then going o n  to explore the viability of these by looking a t  
thc pros and cons of each so  that 1 can reach a thoughtful and well.reasoned 
judgment about the best car to buy. This may be because I realize that it is 
easy to make a hasty judgment about what to  buy swayed by slanted adver- 
tising. When the use of a form of organized thinking (a thlnking skill) is 
prompted by such reflection we ensage In what many promote as lhc most 
desirable type of executive functioning of human cognition (Sternberg, 1986). 

This ladder of reflective thinking is intended to capture a n d  categorize 
various types of thinking that we can engage in about the thinking we are 
doing on specific occasions. Each rung In the ladder represents a different 
ability level in the way we think about our thinking. We call this a "ladder" 
because each builds on t h e  previous rung. 

Any lype of  metacognitive activity-like planning our thinking-can be 
undertaken in the varying degrees that we mark by the rungs of  this ladder. 
Consider these different ways that 1 might deliberately plan ou t  how t o  think 
something through. I may bc trying to decide what t o  do o n  m y  vacation. 
In so doing I may decide t o  make some predictions about the conscqucnces 
of  some alternative 1 am considering. If I do  this without thinking much about 
ho* I will make these predictions. the level o f  metacognitive ability I engage 

ic! ih  o in ip lc  "auarc" usc of this skill. l may, hoivcvcr, build o n  rhis initial stage 
i n  may cognitive planning, and undertakca srro~egy to d o  my predicting. For 
example. I may plan to think about possibleconsequences first, and  thencon- 
rider whether there is any reason to think that any of these are  likely. I may. 
ofcourse, d o  this without thinkingmuchabout whether this is a viablestrategy 
to use-i.e. whether i t  will maximizemy chances of  making agoodpredict ion.  
In (his case the ability level of my metacognitive planning is that  of  srralegic 
uses of  the skill of  prediction. It is when I d o  each of  these. but found my pian 
on a reflective judgment that this wiilmanimizemy chances of  making a g o o d  
prediction, that the abilities I bring to bear are thoseof "reflective" uses of the 
skill in question. S i ~ r ~ i l a r  comments can bcmadeabout degrees with which we 
can 111onilor or direcl o u r  thinking. In fact, a matrix can be constructed that 
maps our ladder onto these types ofmetacognitivcactlvity revealingthe dilfer- 
ent degrees of awareness with which they can be conducted. 

In ascending our  ladder we move beyond simply thinking about  things. 
WC ascend to naming and ciossilyng, then anaiyzing and describing, and then 
eval~raring and prescribing our  thinking. 

CLASSROOM PRACTICES IN TEACHING 
FOR METACOGNITION: 

CLASSIFYING AND ANALYZING OUR THINKING 

Tile examples of practices which aim at helping students think about  their 
thinking (See p. 420) are directed a t  enhancing o'neor another of  these different 
levels of  rnetacognitive awareness. For instancc the third example-announcing 
10 students that prediction is thesort of  thinking that we will be practicing in 
some forthcoming activities-involves a n  attempt t o  make students aware o f  
tile thinking they are  doing by helping them to learn a way t o  classiry a type 
u l  nll~ktng (e.g. as prcdicttng). As  such this technique Is directed at helping 
stulents engage .n an "aware use" of ortdictlve thinkinn skills t v  heloinn them . . -  
become awarcof thcm a~~redic~ling: 

The practices that this example represents have their own variety. A limiting 
clse of these is where studcnts are simply given a word for t h e  kind of  think- 
ing they are doing and  asked to use this word for this form of  thinking. Not 
much more is accomplished here than proficieny a t  lobeling. I n  many ways 
this is the least sophis~icated form of  a n  awareness of  thinking processes, 

More sophisticated forms of classilicatory activities a n  introduced by some 
teachers and program designers t o  hclpstudcntr apply these labels with deeper 
understanding of the processes in which they areengaging. Example (3). as  de- 
scribed, represents thic. Students a rea t  least told that prediction is a form of  
thinking directedat making judgments about what will happen i n  the f u t u r r  
This p~ovides a handle on whlch lo hangtheuseofthe term. More precise char- 
acterizations o r  definitions of  prediction may, o f  course, be given t o  students 
so  that they will beable to use the term "prediction" with more sophistication. 
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A variant on this technique Is not to glue students a term like prediction 
and its characterization, but to  build discoveryoriented thinking activities 
related to  classification around the use and application of this term. Thus 
students may be asked to find examples of  what they would group together 
as predictions, and try to extract common features of these examples so  that 
they can develop a definition of what is involved in prediction. These tech- 
niques are similar to discovery-oriented techniques teachers use in activities 
in which students engage in classification of various concrete things (like liv- 
ing things in biology) and then try to  extract the common feature(s) on the 
basis of whi-h they are classified in these ways. 

In addition, some teachers reject the idea of announcing to a class, e.g., 
that the type of thinking we will be studying today is predicting. They feel 
more comfortable with introducing students to this term in use. Thus, they 
may say: "Let's see what predicllons wecan make about the next presidential 
election:' or; "Let's try to explaln !he causes of the tragedy of Romeo and 
luliet." This is a more common MY that we learn to use words in our language. 
In fact, since many students already know and use these thinking terms, the 
function of  these techniques is usually not to give them a new vocabulary 
word (unless the instruction is taking place in the early grades), but rather 
to make their use more natural and common in the classroom. 

1 bring out these points to  reinforce the idea that metacognition does not 
involvr any special or different thinking processes from those we use in think- 
ing about the myriad of persons, objects, and events encountered in our 
academic and everyday experience Even though we are classifying thinking 
processes when we practice such activities as (3), the activity of classification 
we engage in is much the same as when we classify living things in Biology, 
elements in chemistry, o r  more commonplace items like kitchen utensils and 
parts of automobiles. Recognizing this can help in devising strategies in the 
classroom to encourage this level of metacognition. 

A study ofithe other metacognitive strategies listed above similarly rein- 
forces this point. Describing in detail who1 happens when we explain or predict 
is a more complex metacognitlve practice that Involves analyzing these forms 
of thinking irito component processes and mental activities. This strategy is 
promoted in a number of  published thlnking.sk1lls programs and in some 
of the important literature on  metacognitibn (Costa, 1984; Lockhead, 1985; 
Presseisen, 1987). Examples (I) and ( 5 )  arc representative of  these more com- 
plex tasks. 

In (S), for example, students are asked to  repon relrospeclively what took 
place as they thought through an issue. Sometimes teachers prompt this by 
asking what steps the students went through-what they thought about first, 
what prompted them to move from one thought to another, e t c  The reslllt 
should be a record of a step-by-step strategy that students used to think 
through some issue. often embellished with details about the use o! mental 
imagery, how key words prompted a string of thottghts, etc. 
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Strategy (I)-the tcchlqut that has come to  be called "pair problem 
solving'~invo1ves a situation In which one student "thinks out loud" in solv- 
ing a problem while another student attends to and records the thinking pro. 
cesser exposed in rhismonologue Thlsis subsequently shared with the first 
student. The research reported by Lackhead (1985)on this strategy is restricled 
exclusively to problem solving in mathematics and science, but we can presume 
that thesame technique can be used in problem solving in social studies, and 
even in everyday problem solving. 

Pair problem solving may be a n  attempt to surmount apparent problems 
endemic in the techniques represented by the retrospective reporting demanded 
of students in ( 5 ) .  In the latter students typically have a hard time shifting 
their attention from the problem they are thinking about to the thinking pro- 
cesses themselves. Also, this kind of self-reporting calls for descriptions of 
thinking strategies used after the fact. Themorccomplex the activity has been, 
the easier i t  may be to misremember it. There is no documentation that these 
are serious problems, however. Until we have a'basis for preferring one tech- 
nique to  the other growing out of empirical research, both remain varianls 
on the same metacognitive theme for which we may exercise a personal 
preference. 

Despite these differences, both techniques have much in common. Both 
aim at producing empirical descrlptlons of thinking strategies actually used 
by thinkers. These exhibit more complexity and structure than mere classifica- 
tion of the type of thinking occuring manifests. As such, they represent A - I ) ~  

of ~~ronitorinn the details and ornanization of thinkinn oroccsses t r o . r i n 2  - .  
how to do suih monitoring can b; o f  great value in striving to organize our 
thinking well. In both (I) and (5 )  students distinguish and classify different 
thinking episodes and Identify them asdequenced in a certain temporal order, 
vinving them as componentsor pans in a broader type of goal-directed think. 
ing like explaining, predicting, o r  problem-solving. 

So interpreted, the thinklng abilities necessary to  d o  this kind of 
metacognitive monitoring are not different in kind from those we use to think 
about other events and processes In the world around us. Describing the sleps 
we went through in the process of  thinklng through what chain of events 
caused the tragedy of Romeo and  Juliet is not unlike describing the various 
procedures that a person might go  thmugh to vote for a political candidate 
(they register to votr, go to a polling place+ sign the register, go into the voting 
booth, etc), o r  the sequence of  events leading up to a major historical hap- 
pening (like the Vietnam war). 

This is not to  say that being able to  monitor one of these series of com. 
plex happenings well Implies that we will be able to monitor the others well. 
To describe what goes on  In each we need a working familiarity with the ap. 
propriate conceptual framework. But given these content-related frameworks, 
our thinking processes remain a constant. 

(I) and (S), therefort, prompt students to achieve n level of  nsnrencsc n l  
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their thinking that involves the 'abilities Perkins 'spd I emphasize as 
characccristic of the srralegic use of thinking skills, We think about the think. 
ing we arc doing as organized and episodic Recognizing that this involves 
the analytical and sequcncing activltics described abovt should be helpful 
to in elaborating variants on ( I )  and (S) in their own cIassrooms. 

CLASSROOM PRACTIES IN TEACHING 
FOR METACOGNITION: 

THINKING ABOUT THE BEST WAY TO THINK 

I remarked earlier that metacognition, in its richest and most prodllctive sense, 
is often described as an executive function of human intelligence. Writers like 
Lockhead (1985) and Sternberg (1985) speak of directing our thinking, and 
often refer to this as a process in which we may need to correct default pat. 
terns in our thinking. Thjs is not just a descriptive process; rather it is a 
prescriplive process. When rvc direct our thinking we do so according to what 
we decide is rhe best way 'organize and connect our thoughts. This Is what 
Perkins and I called a reJfective use of thinking skills. The remaining 
examples-(2), (4), and (6)-represent ways of helping students to make the 
type of evaluative decisions about how to think tsstntlal to such cxccutivc 
functioning. In these examples students are prompted to make judgments 
about whet her certain way5 of thinking arc dfective and/or lead to reasonable 
ideas. 

Viewing dccisions about the best way to organize our thoughts as a way 
of deciding the best thing to do is important. It suggests that we view the 
sorts of reflective judgments called for in (Z), (4), and (6) as specjal cases 
of good decision making. Once again we can use a more general thlnking 
skill framework as a model for even this typc of mctacognitivc reflection. In 
many approaches to decision making we arc prompted to move from reflect- 
ing on the need for a decision in a particular case, to generating a number 
of possible oprions, thcn to gathering fnfonat ion that counts for and against 
these options (including thclr consequences), and finally to wcighlng thc im- 
ponancc of thesc factors and deciding on the best optlon, ?hating the ques- 
tion, ''How should 1 think through this problem?" as one that calls for careful 
decision making can bring thc usc of models of good decision making Iike 
this one into contexts in which we want to help students reflect an the best 
ways ro ihink. 

This can bc illustrated by looking at (4). Hertstudtntr a n  asked to advise 
othfrs about whar to do in thinking through a particular ISSUE When we ad- 
vise others we direct thcm iowards whac WC lhink it is bcst to do. The goal 
of this slrattgy is to have the students formulate a wcll-founded evaluativc 
judgment about a way to organize our thinking, (Whcn wc direct our o w n  
thinking WC do the samc lh!ng: W% in effect, advlsc aursclvcs about the btst 

forms of thinking to use, and then try to act accordingly.) Helping studen~s 
think about a number of different lhjnking strategies as options and io dccidc 

- which is'the most effcc~ive i s  one way to help thcrn make o reasonable deci- 
sion about which strategy to use in a particular case. Many teachers do, in 
fact, practice this in the cfassroom. One technique sometimes used is to make 

. public the different strategies studcnts usc in solving problems to the whole 
class and talk out their virtues and vices, Costa (1984) promotes that teachers 
can also expose students to thc strategies "great thinkers" used to accomplish 
their feats and ask them to consider their effcctivcntss. These a r t  special cases 
of  weighing the pros and cons of different options we have when we arc try- 
ing to decide about the best thing to do on a particular occasion. 

Despite the implicit acknowledgement of the role of evaluative judgments 
in directing our own thinking, many wrlters have concentrated their atttn- 
[Ion on empirical techniques for monitoring our own thinking in the c!assroorn 
(e.g. Lockhead, 1985, and Stcrnbcrg, 1985). How arc such judgments of the 
effectiveness of an organized mode of thinking bcst made? 

Therc are two interrelated types of evaluative judgments that sludcnts are 
often asked to make about thinking strategies: judgments of urllily, and 
judgments of validity, Here's a case in which the issue is o n e  of utility, Sup- 
pose [hat two students adopt cntIrely dilferent approaches to thinking through 
the problem of the causes of thc tragedy of Romeo and Juliet. Onc may make 
a quick judgment about who is  rcsponsiblc (cp., Romeo's father), and then 
build a story around this to construct thc chdn of causes and effects that 
led to their death. Another student may consldcr a number of possible causal 
sequences, then look at the text to find evidencc that one is more likely than 
the others, and then look to see if any people were involved In this causal 
sequence in ways that Imply ihcit liability for the deaths. The first student 
may have a very hard rime finding a defensc for his or her view and, in  the 
end,  advance i t  on flimsy or unconvincing grounds. Bias may color his or 
her search for supporting evidencc Thc second student may, in the samc 
amount of time, produce a mcthodlcal and wtll.rcasoncd case for a certain 
type of  causal sequence in the play after systematically rcjtcting a number 
of others without prejudging thcm. 

Reflection on a number of cases like these may lead us to conclude thal 
the strategy of the second student is a more effective thinking strategy because 
using it sccornplishes our thinking goals better than others. This type of reflec- 
tion involves considering thinking strategies as means to achieving a goal. 
This Is the scnsc in which many reflective judgments about thinking involve 
what I like to think of as judgnients of utility. 

To operationalizc making good judgments about the best means to  achieve 
one's goals requires a more in-depth explication of strategies for thinking 
through this type of question. For my purpose it suffices to point out lhat, 
In many instances, rtflcc~ivc thought about the btst way to think about some 
issue i s  a special case of this more general type of means-ends thinking. 
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Examples (4) and (6), OI! the other hand, have to do with the standards 
of critical judgment and so~lnd reasoning. Thesedeal with various principles 
of epistemology and logic. What are factors that support the credibility of 
eyewitnesses, that count in I'avor o f  accurate observation, that make a causal 
explanation more likely than another? What are the principles o f  correct in. 
ductive or deductive inference? 

Case (6) i s  taken from the Philosophy/or Childmn Program (Lipman. 1975) 
and other works of the same author (Lipman, 1976). I n  these works students 
are exposed to stories in which the characters extract principles of logic like 
iiiodus ponens from consideration o f  deductive arguments they find to be 
inluitively acceptable and uncover fallacies like contraposition in similar ways. 
Two children in Harry Sroflemeyer'sDiscovery (Lipman, 19751, for example, 
notice that the statement "All people who want to help the poor are Com- 
munists" does not follow from the statement 'RI1 Communists are people 
who want to help the poor" based on dlscovcring the principle that A i l  As 
are Bs does not imply Al l  Bs are As. They correct the reasoning o f  one o f  
the adults in the story by pointing this out. The characters in  the stories model 
deliberately using these principles in  their reflective thought. The idea behind 
[his device i s  that students exposed to these stories will identify with these 
characters and similarly explore whether these principles are valid principles 
of reasoning. 

This mode of assessing principles o f  validity also needs a more systematic 
treatment i f  i t  is  to be useful to practitioners as a framework for critically 
rssessing such principles. There i s  plenty o f  raw material for the study o f  
iuih modes of thinking in the writings ofphilosophers. Assessing principies 
21 valid reasoning is  only a special case o f  thinking about basic principles 
:hat piiilosophers have been engaging in since Plato and Aristotle. 

METACOGNITION AND THE DIRECT TEACHING 
OF THINKING SKILLS 

h i s  i s  not to say that this type of reflection on the standards o f  good or 
:ffective lhinking i s  the only way to come to accept prescriptive principles 
ibout thinking. We can-and often do-direct our actions based on the ac- 
eplance of principies that others have taught us, or that we have accepted 
vithout rnuch reflective thought. I n  some thinking skills programs, for ex- 
rliplc, students are given a list o f  standards and asked to learn and apply 
hern (Fearnside, 1980; O'Reiiiy, 1983; Winocur, 1983). Here i s  an example 
rom an American History program in which critical thinking i s  infused 
O'Reilly, 1983): 

Oncc you know that thtrc i s  evidence you can Judge It aecordlng to the follow. 
Ing factors: 

P- I s  It a primary (eycwitnesr) or secondary (not an eyewitness) source7 
(Primary Is beller.) 

R- Does thc person giving the slalcmcnts or writing the documents have 
any reason to distort, covcr up. glve false lmprcsslons, or lie7 (No reason 
to distort i s  bcttcr.) 

0- Are there other witnesses or Ststemcnts ofthesameevent which report 
i t  the same way7 (Having other statements saying the same thing i s  
bctter.) 

P- I s  i t  a public or a private statement? . . . (Private Is gencrally better.) 

Students using these materials are asked to learn these nnd then apply them 
to various examples in  which the reliability o f  sources o f  information i s  i n  
question. 

In the same vein one version o f  the practice called the "direct" teaching 
of critical thinking skills (Beyer, 1985, 1987a) involves posting a chart on a 
wall or on a blackboard giving steps i n  a critical thinking strategy before 
students are asked to exercise critical thinking about some specific example. 
Students are then asked to learn and apply these to  speclfic examples. This 
practice is  now incorporated into at least one text book that promotes the 
use of critical thinking skills infused into thestudy o f  world history (Stearns, 
Schwanz, & Beyer, 1989). 

There is  no doubt that these educational practices can lead students to 
accept various prescriptive principles about how to think which they may use 
to direct their own thinking. I n  fact, this is the explicit purpose o f  providing 
them with such priniciples in approaches like Beyer's (i987a). These prac- 
tices, however, are not yet aimed at helping students exercise the reJ7ective 
modes of thinking about their thinking that I have just described. They, in  
fact, involve the exercise of the abilities only characteristic o f  strategic uses 
o f  thinking skills. 

I s  there a conflict between such didactic presentations to students o f  prin- 
ciples and strategies of thinking and the goals o f  using thinking skills reflec- 
t ively? i t  may well seem that way, especially when theskills being promoted 
are forms o f  "higher-order" thinking like critical thinking. The tendency in  
our society to want to inculcate values and standards i n  our youth wirhoul 
critical reflection i s  a powerfui one (Passmorc. 1972; Wilson. 1968). Yet many 
have argued that the standards of critical thought are themselves amenable 
to critical scrutiny (Paul. 1986: Passmorc, 1972). For this very reason we may 
feel that we have an injunction to help students reflect critically on any 
prescriptive principles. Simply telling students how to think best and then 
giving them examples to practice such thinking does not promote this deeper 
form of reflective thought. 

AI i t s  roots, this is a matter of arrilude. The basic Contrast seems to be 
between students who accept such prlnclplcr uncriticallY, and those who arc 
reh~ctnnt to accept them fully unless they are subleclcd to crltlcal scrutiny 



themselves. A teacher who uses modes of teaching that involve strategic uses 
of thinking skills-as I have outlined above-may donethelesstry to promote 
the second attitude Heorshemay postachart on the wallin which the PROP 
test for assessing evidence is set out, and may ask students to use this strategy. 
But the sameleacher may also engagestudents in aconslderation of whether 
this is a good strategy to follow, and have them consider whether the stan- 
dards set out are viable standards that apply in all cases. This contrasts with 
classroom situations in which these principles are presented to students didac- 
tically in an atmosphere in which the teacher expects students to accept and 
use them simply because they are presented in a school contcxt. The attitude 
of critical reflection exemplified by the characters Lipman has created in the 
novels of the Philosophyjor Children Program, and the spirit of critical in- 
quiry this program attempts to  bring into even the primary grades, may be 
a sure-fire remedy for the latter. 

We should acknowledge, though, that there is no resolution of these Issues 
in the community of thinking-oriented cducators. Divergent practices with 
regard to the promuleation of  principles of critical thinking and rensoning 
we want our students to use abound. Recognizing in examples like (21, (4), 
and (6) types of evaluative judgments about thinking is important In that 
i t  helps us locate their place on  the map of metacognitive practices I have 
drawn, and can lead us to attempt to resolve these issues. 

This lengthy discusion of the goals of metacognltive instruction and in- 
structional practices,should make It clear that none of (l) - (6) above can, 
in themselves, achieve thesegoais. Learning to name our thinking is too weak 
ape8  upon which to hang much hope of deliberately modifying our  thinking 
in ways that will encounter the varlous patterns of ineffective thinking to which 
we fall prey. Providiiig an empirically based descriptive analysis of how we 
are thinking is more promising but falls short of giving us the models of good 
thinking we need to direct it well. Todo this we must be in a position to  make 
well-founded evaluative judgments about how to organize our thinking and 
base our judgments. This raises questions about how we can adopt a more 
systematic approach to metacognitive instruction. Is there some optimal way 
that the techniques represented by (1). (6) should be sequenced). Are some 
more appropriate at certain grade levels than others? How much timeshould 
be spent on metacognition in teaching thinking? Research on these issues is 
much needed. Until such research is forthcoming, we have little more than 
Our own intuitions to base our instructional designs on. 

EXTENDED PRACTICE IN USING THINKING SKILLS 

I commcntcd earlier that the primary goal in teaching thinking is that students 
assimilate the forms of thinking we are trying to teach into their lives so  that 
they use these when appropriate In the previous section of this paper I fo- 

cussed my attention on  various ways of thinking about o u r  thinking, and have 
discussed classroom techniques that can be used to  promote these. But the 
activities that have provided the locus of  this discussion-planning, monitor- 
ing, and directing one's thinking-Involve more than these cognitive com- 
ponents. They are aclion oriented. To adopt them as goals of  instruction in 
order to have a better chance of making the thinking we want to  teach students 
stick requires more than just metacognitive rhoughf. It requires doing enough 
arrive thinking according 10 fheplan weadopf so  that the patterns o f  think- 
inn \re use become flxed habits. What more have teachcrs done to help studct~ts 
d: this? 

The answer to this question Is reflected in the ways teachers have enhanced 
thinking skills lessons by building in additional examples for extended and 
varied practice. For many teachers this is designed to both fix habits of good 
thinking and help students fmnsjer the use of these skiiis to  a broad range 
of topics. Ability to transfer is one key ingredient in learning a thinking skill. 

In recent mainstream work on teaching thinking skills Beyer (1987a) and 
Perklns (1986, 1987) both comment on this technique, a s  I d o  in an earlier 
paper (Swartz, 1987a). It is also manilest in some new thinking skills ap- 
proaches and programs (O'Reiiiy, 1985; Scharer and Stoitze, 1986; Barman, 
DiSpezio, Outhrle, Leyden. Mercier, Ostiund, & Armbruster, 1989). In the 
latter-a new elementary school science textbook series-questions set up  to 
call for the use of a variety of critical thinking skills which have been iden- 
tified and taught in thl$ program appear again and again with different con- 
tent derived from the varlous chapters. 

Repeated practices Is, of course, a common classroom technique in teaching 
any skill. We usually test to see If students have mastered a skill by giving 
them new examples and requestlng that they d o  things with these examples 
that manifest the skill. Teaching thinking skills is no different. Practices with 
regard to the type and role of other examples in teaching thinking skills vary, 
t.owever. Some teachers who adopt infusion into subject-area instruction use 
a multitude of other examples from the same field of  study (e.g. biology). 
Others bring in examples from the lives of students outside school (Winocur, 
1983). Still others use both {O'ReilJy, 1983; also see Swartz. 1987a). Whar 
should puide us in our choice of examples for extended practice? 

The answers to this question may seem obvious. If we feel that there are 
domains in which the thinking skiiis we are trying to  teach are useful, and 
students are learning (or have learned) information in these domains, we 
should try to  give them practice in using these skills in these different do- 
mains. For example, the reliability of  eyewitnesses in history is important, 
as is the reliability of firsthand observation reports in the sciences. Similarly, 
there are plenty of occasions in our everyday experience in which simllar 
judgments of  reliability are called for-for example, when someone tells Us 
about what happened in an auto accident. Helping students to get practice 
in using the same sort of thinking in these different contexts can increase 



tile transfer and use of  theseskills in these domains, whether ihe initial lesson 
on reliability of sources was in history, science, o r  someother field of study. 

As obvious as this may seem, i t  has implications for the teacher. Clearly, 
the burden of this tybe of  extended practice cannot fall on any one teacher, 
though individual tehchers can point the way to this by introducing some ex- 
amples from other fields of  study and from everyday experience into any 
subject-area instruction. Obviously this is better practiced through reinforce- 
ment across the curriculum by a number o f  different teachers. For example, 
where textbooks may include transfer examples only from a specific field of 
study (e.g. History), teachers may have to supplement these examples with 
others outside this field to help to broaden the transfer of the skiiis involved. 
This implies a greater deal of  collaborative planning by teachers in the same 
school and/or school system than is commonly practiced. To facilitate this 
new support structures for teachers will have to be put in place in thlnking 
skills schools. 

Quantity alone, though, may have less effect in the learning and asslmila- 
lion of  thinking skills than deliberately embedding repeated practice in a con- 
text in which some guidance is provided for the thinking that students do 

l 
abour these additional examples (Beyer, 1987a: Perkins, 1987a). Textbooks 
which simply add questions to a "critical thlnklng" section at the end of a 
chapter may be less effective than they would be If they prefaced these ques. 
tions with requests to do  certain types of thinking. For example, prefacing 
a question about the weather which calls for the use of some predictive skiiis 
with a simple request that students use predlctive sk~lls in answering thisques- 
lion may be better than not doing this. Terms like "prediction" function as 
signals for thc typcof thinking the authors want students to employ (Perkins, 
i987b). 

These techniques guide the practice that students get in using specific thlnk- 
ing skills. If a student has developed a strategy for thinking about predic- 
tions its use is signalled. More explicit instructions can also beglven to s!udents 
in having them work through follow-up examples. In a high school science 
lesson in which students reflect on  the accuracy of observations made of the 
plancl Mars and develop a set of  factors that contribute and duract  from 
the accuracy of such observation reports, they are subsequently asked toplan 
m observation of  a nearby pond based on  the principla for accumcy of obser- 
vation they developed earlier (Bnarton, Duff, & Swartz, 1986). These teachlng 
strategic$ provide a direct link between the metacognitive reflect!on that 
students engage in as part of thinking skills lessons and the extended prac- 
tice they get by thinking through additional examples using the same skill. 
This is quite different from giving students a host of additional examples called 
for good thinking but without guidance. In fact, the use of strategies i u c i ~  
as lhese provide srudenls with plenty of opponunitier to explicitly direct their 
own thinking in the ways I indicated earlier were so desl~able in teaching good 
thinking. 

Nonetheless, this discussion suggests a whole host of  unanswered ques- 
tions about the use of gulded practice in promoting transier. Is there any 
systematic way that we can help students learn the voriety of different types 
of issues that call for a certain type of thinking? Often the problems students 
have with transfer are not that they have not mastered theskills of good think- 
ing, but that they don't pick up on situations in which the use of  these skills 
is called for. One prerequisite to successful transfer is that students be able 
to identify occasions that call for certain types o f  thinking when they arise 
Perkins (1987b) has pointed out that In theclassroom the teacher can prompt 
students to improve these abilities by signaIIing that a certain form o f  thlnk- 
ing is to be used in a specific care, as we described earlier. Key terms like 
"predict" o r  "causally explain" can provide such signals. But without the 
teacher around to signal a certain form of  thinking, we have to rely on students 
picking up on  what Perkins calls "situation signals" (1987b). These are in- 
dicators in the situation that various thinking skills areappropriately used- 
like someone asking explicitly what would result If he undertook a certaln 
course of action. These indicators are often disguised, and are usually more 
subtle than this cxplicit request for a prediction. This question, then, is a ques- 
tion about what wecan do  to help students famillarlze themselves wllh the 
common situation signals that are present when certain types of thinking are 
called for. More exploration of  techniques tha t  can assure effectiveness o f  
transfer is certainly called for in the field today. 

MODELINQ THlNKlNQ ATTITUDES AND 
STRUCTURING CLASSROOMS FOR INTERACTION 

I n  the second edition of How We Think, John Dewcy (1933) says that without 
the development of  good thinking oiiitudes that motivate the use of thinking 
skills, these skills, even accompanied by knowledge of  what they are and how 
they are to be used, may well lle dormant. Indeed, Dcwey seems to be right. 
Without the attitude o r  disposition to seek reasons before we believe 
something, for cxamplg any skill that wc have at uncovering reasons may 
well lie dormant. 

There is a growing literature In which such important thlnklng attitudes 
are being identified and In which the importance of  teaching for these as well 
as for thinking skills Is being stressed (Beycr, 1987b; Ennls, 1986; Paul. 1986; 
A. Swarlz, 1987). Merely teaching thinking skills in a way comparable to the 
way we leach other skills may, in fact, make us fall prey to Dewey's pitfall 
in teaching thinking. 

A number o f  teachers adopt certaln techniques In an attempt to  help 
students develop lhese attitudes, which d o  not so  much involve the structure 
of activities in thinkingoricnted iessons, but overall features of  the classroom 
and its envitonment. Wr examnle r e~ t r t~c t t~ r lna  a cla~sroom so that cttldcnrr 
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w o r k  together in pairs or in sma l l  balanced grqups is a techn ique t ha t  grows 

in p a n  ou t  of more  general col laborat ive learn ing  strategies. I t s  goa l  i s  t o  

foster m o r e  receptiveness on the pa r t  of students to l is ten to and take ac- 
coun t  of the  op in ions  of others-the a t t i tude of  openmindedness stressed 
by wr i ters from Dewey (1933) t o  Ennls (1986) as crucial to g o o d  thinking. 

Teacher mode i l ng  of these at t i tudes and disposi t ions is  ano the r  techn ique 

t ha t  i s  o f t en  practiced in thinking classrooms. Teachers explicity look for 
reasons themselves, m a k e  a point of  l is tening t o  o ther  p o i n t s  o f  v iew even 
t hough  they m a y  u l t imate ly  disagree w i t h  them, adrpi t  t o  students w h e n  they 
have changed their minds when new evidence i s  revealed, etc. The basic idea 

here i s  that  students have a tendency to identify w i th ,  and copy, teacher 
behav ior  a n d  aititudes. 

Yet m a n y  of these practices remain  unassessed as v iab le  ways to have a n  
i m p a c t  on student attitudes, and att i tude building remains one of the  least 

understood phenomena in education. A r e  there o ther  techniques tha t  will he lp  
students t o  raise questions themselves a n d  not rely on the quest ions of others 

t o  mot iva te  t h e i r ' t h i n k l n g l  Can ins t ruc t ion  10 build at t i tudes be m o r e  d i rec t  
t h a n  teacher model ing? W h a t  is thero le  o f  melacogn i t ion  in helping students 
develop good self.motivating thinking att i tudes? And wha t  are the  a t t i tudes  
we wan t  t hem t o  develop? 

THE GLUE THAT MAKES GOOD THINKING STICK 

I have at tempted to develop a f ramework  w i t h i n  wh i ch  we c a n  loca te  w h a t  

are now disparate practices in teaching th i nk ing  that go beyond jus t  stimulating 
g o o d  t h i n k i n g  in the  classroom, and t o  point the  d i rec t ion  for f u r t h e r  work. 
T h e  discussion can b e  s u m m e d  up by pu t t i ng  a number of points together  

i n t o  a checklist for key  ingredients in thinklng skills ins t ruc t ion .  Insofar as 
c lassroom activit ies in teaching thinking engage students in (I) The ac t i ve  
use of thinking skills, about wh i ch  they (2) Engage in m e ~ a c o g n i t l v e  reflec- 

tion, which serves as the basis for (3) Extendedprac t ice  with the same  skill 
and insofar as such lessons are embedded in a classroom env i ronment  in wh i ch  

(4) Teache rsmode l i t npo r~an t  rhinking allitudes the thinking tha t  we are t ry -  

ing t o  teach has a chance to stick. 

Teachers in individual classrooms can implement this f ramework in a variety 

of ways. This is a function of  curriculum, grade level, and numerous  o t h e r  

factors that define the school classroom. But it wi l l  also depend on w h a l  m o r e  
we c a n  learn  about  t h e  teaching of  th inking.  
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Instructional Methods That the ideas of each individual. 

Prompt Student Thinking Instructional methods that prompt thought- 
ful content learning. The selection of instruc- 

infusion lessons e ~ l i d t  instruaiOn in tional methods to teach content thoughtfully in 
thinking and processes with 'Ontent in- infusion lessons varies based on appropriate- 
shction,usingmethodsthatenhancestudents' ness to the and the level of cognitive 
thinkingandcom~rehensionOfthecontent.Un- development of students. Instru&onal 
derstanding how thesemethodsaffeCtstudents' ads indude guided reading, asking higher or- 
thinking You sel- and der questions, prompting -ting for reflection, 
vary instructional M q u e s  in order to aeate directed essay writing, using standard graphic 
rich and effective infusion lessons. organizers or student-generated cognitive and 

methods are used in concept maps, employing Soaatic dialogue, en- 
infusion lessons for different purposes: (1) to gaging students in investigation, 
teach the thinking SkiUs and Processes, (2) to using mathematics manipulatives, prompting 
foster thinking collaborativel~r (3) Prompt studentquestioning, and using~hole-lan~uage 
students toIeamcon~t.Instru&odmethods techniques. selecting such methods 
to achieve the first and second P U I P O ~  as well and using them in developmentally appropri- 
as t d q u e s  to Promote though-essand a ate and thoughtful ways promotes -&dents' 
thinking disposition are featured in all infusion responsiveness to the thinking instruction that 
lessons. Methods that promote thoughtful con- o c c u s i n ~ e s e ~ e s s o n s a s w e ~ a s ~ ~ g  their 
tent learning will vary from discipline to disci- deep understanding of the content. 
pline based On effectiveness in teaciling objec- General teacher behaviors that model good 
tives within a field. thinking dispositions. One of the goals of think- 
Direct instruction strategies to teach think- ing instruction is to demonstrate the habits of 

ing skills and processes. AU infusion lessons that good wers are disposed to use- 
feature an array of instructional strategies to their thinking dispositions. certain behaviors 
Promote and about the think- that teachers engage in model the thinking dis- 
ing Or Process inv02ved- Structured ques- positions that we seek to foster in students. 
tioning and the u s e ~ f  spedalized graphic Orga- These habits of thoughtful interaction with stu- 
nizers make expliat what is involved in slciUful dents in any inshctional context should occur 
*g. These methods distinguish infusion regularly in infusion lessons as well. Practices 
lessons from other approaches- Modify these that encourage the thinking dispositions we 
methods solessonsare varied and seek to foster in students indude allowing wait 

Thoughtful discussion of thinking and con- time, prompting reconsideration, asking &- 
tent through guided collaborative tasks. In k g  questions, responding with acceptance, 
infusion lessons, students carry out their think- with empathy and in order to clarify 
ing in a social context. A variety of collaborative understanding, usingprecisioninlanguage and 
and cooperative learning strategies are used in promotingprecision of expression, and request- 
these lessons as students are given thinking ingevldence. 
challenges. These strategies encourage student Selecting instructional methods. Inshc-  
thinking prompting with tional methods from each category can blend to 
students. In addition, each lesson varies small- design lessons that are varied fom, robust in 
group work with thinking tasks for individual fosteringstudentsf thinking,richindeep under- 
students and class discussion Blending indi- standing of the conter.t, and supportive of a 
vidual thinking and group interaction shows c~assroom culture of thoughtfulness. 
students how the interplay of ideas enhances 



The outline in figure 18.1 summarizes how 
information on instructional methods is orga- 
nized in this chapter. 

Instructional Methods for 
Teaching Thinking Skills and 
Processing Infusion Lessons 

Using thinking maps. The key element of an 
infusion lesson is the use of a thinking map to 
clarify and organize skillful thinking. A think- 
ing map (also called a verbal map) is a shuc- 
tured list of key questions phrased in the lan- 
guage of the thinking skill or process that leads 
to an informed judpent. These are questions 
that thoughtful people ask when they engage in 
skillful thinking. They are sequenced in a natu- 

ral order to represent effective ways of organiz- 
ing one's thinking but may be reconsidered and 
raised again at any time during the process in 
order to give more depth and thoroughness to 
the thinking. 

Thinking maps provide visual reminders in 
making the thinking skillful. They may be writ- 
ten on the blackboard, displayed on a poster, 
projected on a screen using a transparency, or 
photocopied for each student. 

Whenever possible, derive the thinking map 
from students' understanding of the thinking 
skill or process. In the decision-making lesson 
"The Mystery of the Silent Spring," students' 
comments areorganized and transcribed topro- 
duce the thinking map of skiUful causal expla- 

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS FEATURED IN INFUSION LESSONS 

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS TO TEACH THINKING DIRECTLY (FEATURED IN ALL INFUSION 

Using thinking maps 
Using specialized graphic organizers to guide thinking 
St~ct~red oral questioning 

INSTRUCTIO~~AL METHODS TO FOSTER THOUGHTFULNESS AS STUDENTS ENGAGE WITH 
M E  CONTENT (VARY IN INFUSION LESSONS) 

Using graphic organizers to depict information 
Higher-order questioning 
Wholelanguage techniques 

Using manipulatives 

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS TO FOSTER THOUGHTFULNESS AS A SOCIAL ENDEAVOR 
(FEATURED IN ALL INFUSION LESSONS) 

Pooling background information 
Callaboraijve engagement with thinking tasks 
Cooperative learning strategies 
ThinkfPairIShare 
Varying individual, small group, and dass discussion 

TEACHER BEHAVIORS THAT PROMOTE THOUGHTFULNESS AND THINKING DISPOSITIONS 
(FEATURED IN A1.L INFUSION LE-3SONS) 

Allowing wait time I Prompting reconsideration 
Using precision in language and promoting precision in students' responses 
Asking clarifying questions about students' responses 
Asking for reasons for students' judgments 

, '. : ,,.. .,..~<.~*2.~'.<~:* ..: :A:*.,, .:v, ...,.. ,..., ..7 .,.... F.>A:~s.rm.,.<: .,.:4*,2.m#:*'?~s,:.ac$?,. ~ .:. : ~ * .  ,A*...,* . , . , : . , , v , * " . -  .,..? 

Figure 18.1 
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nation. InTanalsof Mars," students'questions 
about the reliability and accuracy of the 
observer's report are categorized, producing a 
thinking map to guide making well-considered 
judgments about the reliability of any observa- 
tion. 

METHODS 

the teacher asks students to put themselves in 
the position of someone who has to figure out 
what has caused the disaster and to suggest 
whatsomepossibleexplanationsmightbe. When 
they have had a chance to explore this, she asks 
them to select a possible explanation and to 

The use of thinking maps in infusion lessons answerthequestidn,"~hateiidencemight you 
DromDts students to raise and answer a series of find showing that this possible cause is likely to 
;iuesdons in order to make an organized and be the real C&&" 

- 

careful judgment. Students' own wordingof the Structured questioning is an important ingre- 
thinking map should be used in your initial dient in the direct instruction of thinking incor- 
lesson and in transfer activities. porated into infusion lessons. The repetition of 

Thinking maps, not necessarily expressed in thesequestionsnotonlyprompbstudents'think- . 
the termsskd&tswilluse, haveasecondrolein ing but also gets stud& used to these ques- 
the methodolw of direct instruction Teachers tions as they engage in the thinking activity. 
may follow the%inkingmaps to keep their own 
thinking focused as they guide discussion 

By posting the thinking maps in the class- 
room, students are reminded of the guiding 
questions for skillful thinkingwhen called upon 
to use that kind of thinking in the future. The 
steps on the displayed thinking map seive as a 
checklist for key points in the thinking activity. 

Using thinking maps promotes skillful think- 
ing directly in the following ways: 

provides key questions that students an- 
swer as they engage in a thinking activity 
demonstrates to students that they have 
insight and are capable of aitical thinking 
promotes recall of the thinking skill or pro- 
cess 

models r e f l d c n  about one's thinking 
promotes students' confidence and compe- 
tence in skillful thinking 

Structured oral questioning. Questions 
promptthinkhg.Thekind of thinkingprompted, 
however, is primarily a function of the type of 
question asked, the context in which it is asked, 
and students' background knowledge. Using 
structured questioning in a classroom is theoral 
equivalent of using a thinking map to guide 
students through a process of thinking. Instruc- 
tured questioning, the teacher or the students 
identify the type of thinking being done (e.g., 
causal explanation). Ti-.e questions focus stu- 
dents on the key attention points in doing this 
type of thinking skillfully. Thus, as they are 
thinking about the mystery of the silent spring, 

Thus, stud&ts &ill-get used to hear& "Wh& 
aretheoptions?" as  they go througha process of 
decision making or 'What possible evidence 
would show that this was the cause?" as they go 
through a process of c a d  explanation 

This type of questionhg goes hand-in-hand 
with the thinking maps. Together,they form the 
firststepinin- . . g these questions as stu- 
dents engage in these thinking activities. 

Using structured questioning promotes skill- 
ful thinking in the following ways: 

identifies a sequence of important ques- 
tions to ask in skillful thinking 
provides auditory cues that prompt stu- 
dents' organized thinking 
helps students-to recall important ques- 
tions to ask as they engage in a specific type 
of thinking 

Use of specialized graphic organizers to 
guide the thinking process. This handbookpro- 
vides graphic organizers that are specially de- 
signed for the thinking skills and processes that 
are taught in thelessons. These graphic organiz- 
ers serve as visual guides to involve students in 
active thinking about the content. 

The graphic organizers in this bookserve four 
purpos3s. Their important feature is that 
they visually guidetheprocessof thinking about 
a variety of factors. They are "graphic maps" of 
the thinking process, guiding students through 
the thinking by using diagrams, symbols, and 
the language of the thinking skill or process. 
Students "picture" the questions raised by the 
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thinking maps. Using the graphic organizers 
also allows students to "download" informa- 
tion so that they can use it meaningfully, not 
relying onremembering largequantities of data. 
In addition, the graphic organizers depict and 
organize complex information so that relation- 
ships among pieces of information are made 
clear and can be easily managed. 

Graphic organizers that guide us through a 
process of skillful thinking are different kom 
graphic organizers that merely depict informa- 
tionanditsrelationship.Thedatamatrixusedin 
the "Growth and Digestion" lesson helps us to 
organize information and to understand rela- 
tionships but does not guide our Minking. 

On the otherhand, in the lesson Desperado, the 
graphicorganizer, incorporating terms like "pre 
diction," "possible evidence," "actualevidence," 
and "liketihood,'' prompts students to think 
systematically about evidence of the likelihood 
of the consequences of using various sork of 
loops in the kacks to redesign and enhance the 
roller coaster ride. The graphic organizer holds 
details about the rollercoaster and also visually 
represents how the likelihood of the conse- 
quences is weighed. 

Graphic organizers can be used in two differ- 
ent ways in infusion lessons: (1) individual stu- 
dents or collaborativeleaming groups use them 
to guide their thinking and (2) individual stu- 
dents, a collaborative group, or an entire class 
can use them to record their thoughts. 

Both inindividual and small-group work, the 
primary purposeof using a graphic organizer is 
to guide students' thinking. Graphic organizers 
lose their effectiveness if individual students 
use them only to record the results of someone 
else's thought, such as copyhg comments. 
Teachers may, however, record students' re- 
sponses on a bansparency or drawing of the 
graphicorganizerafterthestudents haveworked 
on their own diagrams. 

When collaborative learning groups work on 
different issues (for example, when each group 
is working on a different solution using prob- 
lem-solving diagrams), studenk can write their 
deliberations on a transparency of the graphic 
organizer or a large poster of the diagram and 
then display the group report. These completed 

graphics can then serve as the basis for the class 
to form i k  judgment on the issue. 

After an infusion lesson, the graphic organiz- 
ers can be posted as a bulletin board display to 
remind students of the thinking activity. The 
completed diagram of the initial thinking activ- 
ity becomes a metacognitive tool to prompt 
students' recall of the process and to kansfer the 
thinking skill to other contexts. 

The goal in using graphic organizers is to 
demonstrate the usefulness of "drawing out 
one's thought" and not to make students' think- 
ing conform to any given design. Ask studenk 
to critique graphic organizers used in lessons 
and to design other diagrams to represent their 
skiUful thinking. Some diagrams, such as the 
cognitive maps used in the classification lesson 
on animals, are completely user-generated and 
follow no given form. 

Using graphic organizers promotes skillful 
thinking in the following ways: 

guides students to organize their thinking 
utilizes figural/visual learning style to or- 
ganize verbal information 
serves as a visual outline of relationships 
betweenpiecesof information (particularly 
useful as a prewriting tool) 
promotes retention of the thinking process, 
as well as a deep understanding of the 
content 

S u m m a r y  of. instructional strategies used 
for direct instruction in SW thinking. In 
infusion lessons, two instructional strategies 
(structured questioning using thinking maps 
and specialized graphic organizers) blend to 
incorporate direct instruction in thinking into 
content lessons. These strategies may be used in 
a variety of ways to guide students' thinking, to 
prompt them to use the language of the thinking 
skill, and to help them recall and guide their 
own thinking in other situations. 

instructional   et hods Used to 
Foster Students' Collaboration 
with Others 

All infusion lessons involve collaborative 
learning experiences: discussion with one or 
more partners, working independently, and 



whole-dass consideration of thinking issues. 
When accompanied by thinking prompts (e.g., 
questioning strategies), cooperative learning 
techniques help students reason together as a 
social endeavor and foster a variety of disposi- 
tions of good thinking, such as thewillingness to 
listen to and respect the ideas of others. 

Collaborative group thinking: open, small- 
group work on a thinking task When students 
in small groups brainstorm possible causes of 
theextinctionof thedinosaursin thelesson "The 
F.xtinction of the Dinosaurs," they discuss ideas 
and generate possible explanations. Similarly, 
when they work together in small groups to 
makea judgment about the functionof a specific 
part of the kestrel in the lesson "The Kestrel," 
they think together inamoreconvergent task. In 
both of these cases, students are prompted by 
the teacher to engage in a specific thinking task 
but their group work is not structured for any 
other instructional or social purpose. 

In such collaborative work, students' discus- 
sion stimulates ideas that they might not other- 
wise have developed. Prompted by the ideas of 
other students, they may mod* their ideas in 
ways that they might not have considered if 
working on their own Engaging students in 
metacognitive reflection on using the thinking 
strategy helps students todarifytheirown think- 
ing and learning processes. 

cooperative-learning: organized, small- 
group work for thinking. Cooperative learning 
refers to specific procedures to achieve a variety 
of goals related to group interaction. 

One popular method of cooperative learning 
involves using techniques to teach group func- 
tioning (face-to-face interaction, individual ac- 
countability, the development of social skills, 
positive interdependence, and group process- 
ing regarding how they work as a team). Others 
are more content focused, including teacher- 
assisted individualizationinvolving mixed-abil- 
ity groups working in teamsbn a mathematici 
task, cooperative reading, group demonstration 
of mastery, games and tournaments, and stu- 
dent teams' analysis of given answers. A third 
approach involves content-free "structures" tha t 
can be applied to co~itent answering in a pre- 
scribed order like "round robin," using a "jig- 

saw" in which each member teaches another a 
part, or "match ups" that make students part- 
ners. Other models involve group investigation, 
which stresses problem solving and reports. 

You can use different cooperative learning 
systems in the same infusion lesson Gathering 
information on energy sources in "Alternative 
Energy Sources" canserveas a context for teach- 
ing team functioning and S& skills. Mixing 
ability groups and helping students demon- 
strate their understanding in a game-like pre- 
sentation can enhance content learning, r d t -  
ing in a lesson that is especially motivating and 
beneficial for low-ability students. A jigsaw ac- 
tivity allows students to teach each other the 
information they have gathered. Using group 
investigation procedures that incorporateprob- 
lem-solving strategies can enrich students' re- 
search about energy sources. 

ThinWPairIShare as a cooperative learning 
strategy. '~/Pair/Share"commonlymeans 
any activity in which two students discusswhat 
they are !earning and reflect on how they think 
through or comprehend some new concept or 
process. A technique called "paired problem 
solving" involves onestudent listening and ask- 
ing reflective questions as their partner talks 
about how he or she is working a mathematics 
problem. The listener prompts clarification of 
the partner's strategy for solving the problem. 

In "RNA and DNA,"Think/Pair/Share takes 
the form of a directed-listening activity inwhich 
students working in pairs take turns assisting 
each other to express their ideas as dearly as 
possible. The listener raises questions to assist 
the partner to reconsider; refine, modify, or 
extend his or her answer. 

In this highly structured, collaborative activ- 
ity, one partner reads and clarifies a statement, 
interpretation, or conclusion that he or she has 
thought about and written out. In order not to 
imposehisorher ownideas on thespeaker's, the 
listener may only ask 

Questions of clarification: If thelistener does 
not understand what a term means or does 
not follow themeaning of the statement, he 
or she may ask questions to clarify what is 
being said. 

524 O 1998 CRITICAL THINKING Boot 
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Questions that extend the idea: If the listener 
thinks the pariner is suggesting something 
important that needs elaboration, the lis- 
tener may ask the partner for more details. 
Questions to challenge what is said: If the 
listener thinks the partner is misled or con- 
fused, the listener may ask questions to 
prompt the speaker to reconsider aspects of 
the statement. 

After two minutes of reflection, the teacher 
signals students to change roles. Afterbothpart- 
ners have served as speaker and listener, stu- 
dents have the opportunity to reread, recon- 
sider, or restate their statements. 

Think/Pair/Share demonstrates the value of 
wait time, clarification, and reconsideration. It 
allows deliberate or uncertain students to re- 
view their responses and to express their ideas 
in their best choice of words. 

Using collaborativeand/orcooperativelearn- 
ing promotes thinking in the following ways: 

prompts ideas through student interaction 
engages students in reflective collaboration 
promotes self-correction and confidence in 
expressing ideas 
confirms the value of students' own words 
and understanding 
engages students in reflective understand- 
ing of infonnation 
demonstrates active listening for another's 
ideas 

. Pooling information. Model infusionlessons 
usually involve a class discussion in which in- 
formation about the content is pooled to pro- 
videa cornrnonknowledgebasefor thethinking 
activity. As students share what they know 
individually or &er working in small collabo- 
rative learning groups, the teacher writes all 
responses on the board or on a transparency. In 
the lesson on creating metaphors, student re- 
sponses create an array of athibutes and details 
that other students may use to develop their 
own metaphors. 

A more shctured version of this strategy 
involves asking studentswhat they know, think 
they know, and need to know about a subject 
and then recording what they say on a special 
information-organizing diagram. In the lesson 
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"The Bottom of the Ocean," students' responses 
arelisted on~Know/ThinkYouKnow/Need to 
Know organizer. This technique creates a class 
composite of sigruficant information and re- 
search in order to conduct subsequent examina- 
tion of an issue or concept. 

Using the Know/Think You Know/Need to 
Know organizer promotes thinking in the fol- 
lowing ways: 

identifies and utilizing students' prior and 
current knowledge to establish a common 
knowledge base for examining an issue or 
concept 
promotes retention 
validates students' understanding of con- 
cepts and information 

Varying individual, s m d  group, and class 
discussion of the thinking skill or process. 
Infusion lessons involve individual reflection 
(often as writing or drawing activities), small 
group discussion, and engagementin a thinking 
activiiv throueh discussion in the whole dass. 

2 " 
This progression from individual to group con- 
sideration a£lirms the value of individual per- 
spective, small-group work for creativity -and 
refining ideas, and whole-class partidpation to 
consider important information and processes. 

Varying levels of interaction foster responses 
from students who are reluctant to volunteer 
responses and is often more time-efficient than 
waiting for individual students' responses in 
whole-group discussion. 

In many infusion lessons, after a skill or pro- 
cess is demonstrated the first time, it is repeated 
with a smaller group, which reports its findings. 
In "The Mystery of the Silent Spring," students 
work in collaborative learning groups on the 
likelihood of different possible causes and then 
pool their resulk with the rest of the class. They 
may even repeat the process with another pos- 
sible cause, transferring the process to another 
context immediately. . . . 

After students have practiced a thinking pro- 
cess with sufficient guidance to do it skillfully, 
small groups may repeat the process by consid- 
ering additional options, consequences, or evi- 
dence. Af;er the whole class reviews the small 
group reports, the collected analysis helps stu: 
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dents make an informed judgment in a time- 
effective manner. This practice provides imme- 
diate transfer of the thinking skill or process. 

Providing many opportunities for individual, 
small-group, and large-group consideration 
promotes thinking in the following ways: 

demonstiates the role and value of indi- 
vidual reflection in the larger context of 
group discussion 
demonstratesthevalueof small-group dis- 
cussion in an individual's thinking and 
learning 
demonstrates to students that they have 
background about the content and insight 
about the process 

Other Instructional Methods 
Used in Infusion Lessons to 
Foster Thoughtfulness 

Higher order questioning. Asking higher 
orderquestionscommonly referstoposingques- 
tions that prompt students to be analytical, 
creative, or evaluative about the content that 
they are Ieaming. This type of qusti~ning con- 
trasts with asking questions that require only 
recall. 

Questions which ask why, how, and what-if 
are sometimes identified as higher order ques- 
tions, but context also determines the type of 
thinking a student does. A "Why" question 
asked after students have read a passage that 
explains why something happens requires only 
recall. 

Higher order questioning typically seeks to 
extend or danfy students' understanding of 
information by asking questions about rela- 
tionships, by seeking new ideasabout a subject, 
or by requesting support for judgment about 
the content. With these goals in mind, a broad 
range of questions beyond simple recall can be 
formulated to prompt higher order thinking 
For example, expanding a why question into a 
"Why do you think.." question,or asking more 
directly, "What reasons do you have for think- 
ing ..." makes it clearly a request for reasons. 

In "RNA and DNA," higher order questions 
clarify and extend students' responses in com- 
paring and contrasting the two leaders. The 

teacher asks questions about the cause, effect, 
significance, or implications of information that 
students ate. Since the compare/contrast pro- 
cgs  leads to an interpretation or conclusion 
about the two leaders based on their similarities 
and differences, such questioning brings out 
deeper understanding of the implications of the 
information that students have identified. 

When you ask higher order questions, you 
model how thoughtful people interact with in- 
formation that they are presented. While asking 
higher order questionsprompts thoughtfulness 
about the subject, students do not learn a strat- 
egy for skillful thinking unless the thinking 
process is made explicit. Because including 
higher order questions in infusion lessons en- 
Gees undektanding of the content, when stu- 
dentsleamthethinkingstrategy, they gainmore 
insight about the issue. 

Using higher order questions in infusion les- 
sons promotes thinking in the following ways: 

requests student responses about relation- 
ships, new ideas, and reasons for judg- 
ments 
models how thoughtfut peopleinteract with 
information 

Usingmanipulatives. Manipulativesare con- 
aete objects that the learner examines, moves, 
or operates as he or she is learning concepts or 
processes. Manipulatives usually prompt curi- 
osity and can lead to discoveries in which stu- 
dents make use of various forms of thinking. 

Manipulatives are commonly used to illus- 
trate conceptsin mathematics and science, but it 
is students' own manipulation of specimens, 
artifacts, or models that brings out their think- 
ing. Where thisis not possible, detailed pictures 
or sentence strips may also be used as semi- 
concrete manipulative tools. 

Using manipulatives appeals to visual and 
tactile learning styles. Manipulatives are help- 
ful in any inshaion in which observing char- 
acteristics is required. Presenting the content in 
this way prompts the child to engage in active 
thinking about it. 

"All theMice in the World?" is conducted, for 
example, through hands-on activities by having 
them perform a series of experiments regarding 
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the feeding habits of mice. This experiment of- 
ten provides students with more authentic con- 
texts for learning. S i a r l y ,  instead of just read- 
ing about waves, and perhaps looking at pic- 
tures of waves, students use a ripple tank in 
"Sound Waves" to idenw properties of water 
waves. 

In the "Living Things" lesson, detailed photo- 
graphs are arranged on a cognitive map that 
learners design as a group. The pictures illus- 
trate details about the animals that elementary 
students would have to read long passages to 
discover. Matching details visually prompts 
asking what those similar characteristics mean. 
Moving the picture around the cognitive map 
prompts consideration of the most appropriate 
classification of the animal. 

Although manipdatives are important in 
teaching small children, they are helpful in any 
instruction in which observingcharacteristics is 
required. 

Using manipulatives bringsout student think- 
ing in the following ways: 

prompts students' curiosity about the con- 
crete objects they are working with 
allows students to perceive characteristics 
of objects in detail 
enriches interpersonal interaction in small 
group discussion 

Whole-language techniques. A wholelan- 
p a g e  approach to reading involves four basic 
ingredients. Students read whole works of 
-chiidrenfs literature, as compared to reading 
passagesinbasalreadersdesigned to teach word 
attack skills. Instruction focuses on the whole 
range of language experiences (writing, speaking, 
drama, puppetry, choral reading, etc.) to in- 
crease students' comprehension and apprecia- 
tion of a work Students are encouraged to bring 
their whole life experiences (background, feelings, 
values, etc.) to interact with what they are read- 
ing. Finally, stud-mts alsu examine a story holisti- 
cally, considering how all elements of the work 
(illustrations, background, tormat, style, etc.) 
affect its meaning. This is the approach used 
when infusion lessons involve reading in the 
contentareas. In"TheBottomofTheOcean," for 
example, students read an article in which they 

must attend to illustrations, photographs, and 
charts as well as the text, and they must utilize a 
range of background knowledge to detennine 
the likelihood that the information in the text is 
reliable and accurate. 

Using whole-language techniques promotes 
thinking in the following ways: 

prompts a search for meaning in what is 
read 
appeals to a variety of learning styles 
examines children's literature and nonfic- 
tion in ways that are developmentally and 
s d y  appropriate 
confirms the value of students' own under- 
standing and appreaation of a text 

Guided reading. Guided reading involves 
prompting students to think about what they 
are reading in certain ways. For example, stu- 
dents may be asked to read for specific patterns 
or topics within a passage. In "RNA and DNA." 
they ueasked to pick out and record similarities 
and differences between these two organic mol- 
ecules as they read and compare two texts. 
Often, guided reading prompts students to in- 
teract with the text by "downloading" informa- 
tion onto a graphic organizer as they read the 
passage. 

Guided reading promotes thinking in the fol- 
lowing ways: 

identifies a common knowledge base for 
examining an issue or concept 
prompts students to search a text for spe- 
cific items 

Engaging students in writing for reflection. 
Writing for reflection includes a variety of writ- 
ing experiences in which students "think cn 
paper." They are asked to reflect on their analy- 
ses, conclusions, or interpretations by writing 
both their thoughts and the thinking involved in 
developingthatunderstanding. Thewritingmay 
be in jo-, double-enpy records, or short 
essays. Writing for clarification before clisas- 
sion is especially helpful for students who are 
uncertain about their ideas. As the "hard copy" 
of a student's thinking, reflective writing is a 
valuable addition to thinking or writing portfo- 
lios. Such writing helps to confirm to studznts 



that they have sound ideas before they respond 
in class, allowing deliberate learners to gather 
their thoughts before expressing them in dass 
discussion. 

At any stage of an infusion lesson, students 
may write to refledabout their thinking, as well 
as about the contenttbey are learning. They can 
write to recall prior experiences with the think- 
ing skill or process in the lesson introduction, to 
chnfy the thinking activity in the lesson as it 
happens, to record their metacognition retro- 
spectively, or to preview when the thinking 
process might be helpful again 

An example of how writing helps students to 
reflect on the conteik occurs in the "RNA and 
DNA" lesson Students write out their conclu- 
sions or interpretationsbeforediscussing it with 
a parher. Writing out their thought clarifies 
meaning, promotes students' ownership and 
confidence in their conclusions, and provides a 
record for reconsideration and restatement. 
Then, after discussing their statement with a 
partner, they rewrite their statement to make 
their ideas deaxer. 

In "The Mystery of the Silent Spring," stu- 
dents are also asked to write about how to 
improve their thinking when they engage in 
causal explanation Then, after trying some of 
these ideas out, theg write a plan for causal 
explanation that they can usein the future based 
on their retrospective metacognitive reflection 
about the activity of diagnosing the cause(s) of 
the silent spring. 

Writing for reflection promotes thinking in 
the following ways 

provides a vehicle for dear expression of 
one's thinkhg 
promotes self-correction and confidence in 
expressing ideas 
confirms the value of students' own words 
and understanding 
models the reflective understanding of in- 
fonna tion 

Essay writing. Essay writing, as a follow-up 
to an infusion lesson, can extend student think- 
ing about the content studied in the lesson In 
"To Dissect or Not To Dissect?," students pro- 
pose a recommendation for action, drawing on 

the thinking they've done in the lesson. They 
should always be asked to support the thesis of 
theessay withreasons or details, as appropriate. 
In "The Mystery of the Silent Spring," students 
writeaboutthecaddiagnoses they havemade. 
They support these with information recorded 
on the graphic organizers they use, and the 
writing they do is guided by a writing template 
thathelps them translate their findings to a well- 
organized piece of expository prose. Essays of- 
fer  an opportunity for students to engage in an 
extended consideration of the reasons for deci- 
sions, causal diagnoses, generalizations, etc. 

Such follow-up essays should be of appropri- 
ate length to address the thinking issue in the 
lesson The essay should confirm that the think- 
ing process featured in the lesson is reflected in 
the studenfs writing. 

Essays may also be used as a tool for personal 
reflection about a type of thinking students en- 
gage in AnespeciaUy important place for this to 
occurislntheintroduction toaninfusionlesson 
For example, students write about their ded- 
sions and what they might do to improve them 
in "Alternative h e r =  Sources" as a prelude to 
developing a thinking map for skillful decision 
making. Any of the thinking skills and pro- 
cesses featured in this handbook can be ad- 
dressed in essays. 

Essay writing promotes thinking in the fol- 
lowing ways: 

applies thinking processes in writing 
promotes self-correction and confidence in 
expressing ideas 
confirms the value of students' own words 
and understanding 
allows exterded response and fully devel- 
oped expression of students' thought 

Using content-oriented graphic organizers. 
A variety of graphics (matrices, Venn diagrams, 
flow charts, branching hierarchical diagrams, 
story maps, web or fishbone diagra&j depict ' 

how information is related. These organizers 
complement the specialized graphics used to 
guide thinking. Lhrmation-organizing graphic 
organizers prompt students to think about and 
to organize the content they are learning, and 
manystimulate analytical forms of thinking. 



In "Alternative Energy," a data matrix is used 
to record students' findings and to guide addi- 
tional research. These matrices promote sys- 
tematic investigation of the content and sum- 
marizeinformation to assiststudentsinforming 
generalizations about the material By examin- 
ingthe energy informationinrows, onesumma- 
rizes the pros and cons of a particular source. By 
examining the columns, one compares various 
types of energy in light of a particular variable, 
such as ease of production or effect on the envi- 
ronment. 

In "The Bottom of the Ocean," a Know/Think 
You Know /Need to Know graphic organizer is 
used in the introduction to help students make 
explicit the state of their background knowl- 
edge about the bottom of the ocean This orga- 
nizes information about the bottom of the ocean 
into categories that reveal how much students 
understand about the subject A similar tool is 
used in "Growth and Digestion" 

For some infonnation+riented graphic orga- 
nizers, a standard design outlines information 
visually. Venn diagrams, flow charts, and ma- 
trices are common forms for showing relation- 
ships among data. 

Some graphic organizers, on the other hand, 
like concept maps or cognitive maps are user- 
generated to reflect the perceptions of its ae- 
ator. Concept maps are web-like diagrams with 
many branches and "bubb1es"They are used to 
record metaphors.in aeative thinking or to dde- 
pict attributes in analytical thinking. In "Living 
Things," the shape of a cognitive map depends 
on how the student classifies an array of organ- 
isms. 

Information-oriented graphic organizerspro- 
mote student thinking in the following ways: 

provides a structure that organizes infor- 
mation in relation to other information; 
depicts types of relationships among pieces 
of information; . 

prompts the drawing of conclusions or in- 
terpretations by comparing pieces of infor- 
mation depicted on the graphic 

Additional instructional methods for teach- 
ing the content ininfusion lessons. Selecting 
the best fit of instructional methods for content 

improves the quality of instruction in infusion 
lessons, as it does in any classroom context. The 
outline shown in figure 18.1 summarizes some, 
but not all, instructional methods to improve 
thoughtfulness and understanding of content. 
We recommend that when teams of teachers 
work together to plan infusion lessons, careful 
attention be given to using a variety of well- 
researched instructional strategies that can pro- 
mote student thinking. 

Teacher Behaviors That Model 
Thinking Dispositions in the 
Classroom 

One goal of thinking instruction is to help 
students develop the habits of mind of effective 
thinkers and to become disposed to demon- 
strate these thinking habits when needed. Some 
teaching behaviors, whatever the activity, pro- 
mote a classroom climate of thoughtfulness. 
These behaviors model important thinking dis- 
positions and should be employed in infusion 
lessons as well. 

Using sufficient wait time. Research indi- 
cates that teachers commonly give students too 
little time to formulate thoughtful answers. Of- 
ten, teachers ask students questions and then, 
when no one responds, answer the question 
themselves. Inaddition,many teachersacknowl- 
edge student responses too quickly and don't 
give other students time to think about their 
answers. 

Both practices suggest that the teacher values 
fadlify over depth, short resporses over rich 
consideration, and quick reply over careful re- 
flection Students who are deliberate thinkers 
and who take time to reflect about the richness 
or accuracy of their responses are sometimes 
characterized as "slow," suggestinglack of abil- 
ityrather than speed of response. We asa society 
tend to misconstrue speed as capability. 

Goed thinkers take time to think things 
through carefully when time is available. Delib- 
erate consideration is a valued disposition in 
sound thinking. Varying the pace of instruction 
demonstrates that some kinds of tasks warrant 
quick responses and others requirecareful think- 
ing. Students begin to recognize that thinking 



tasksrequiring judgmentalso require more time. 
Practice "wait time," time for thinking which 
may involve several minutes of silence. Coop- 
erative group work on a thinking issue can also 
extend the time in which students arrive at a 
reflective response. Writing forreflection,if only 
jotting down preliminary ideas, improves the 
quality of students' responses. 

Using wait time promotes thinking in the 
following ways: 

models reflective thinking 
promotes students' confidence in express- 
ing ideas 
confirms the value of students' own words, 
understanding, and ideas 
values differences in thought processing 
and learning style 

Asking several questions to clarify and ex- 
tend a student's responses. Students often ex- 
pect that they will only have one chance to 
explain their ideas before the teacher must give 
others a chance to respond. Teachers' habit of 
acceptingone-sentenceanswerslimitsstudents' 
processing time to the few seconds before they 
reply, as well as limiting theamount of time that 
students expect to take to express their ideas. 
Asking additional questions to clarify and ex- 
tend a studenfs response models other impor- 
tant ciispositions of thinking: (1) continuing to 
develop and elaborate one's thought and (2) 
resisting impulsivity. 

Often, higher order thinking skills are in- 
volved in follow-up questions: requesting rea- 
sons, possible causes or results, inquiring about 
why certaininformationseemed important, ask- 
ing what inferences can be drawn from what the 
student has reported, etc. As students realize 
that the teacher's additional questions about 
their ideas allow them to give richer answers, 
they curb theirimpulsivity, refraining from giv- 
ing quick "sound bite" answers. 

Asking several darifylng questions improves 
thinking in the following ways: 

models taking time for the elaboration and 
development of one's ideas 
models the resisting of impulsivity 
models a rdective understanding of infor- 
mation and active listening 

Dromotes students' confidence in exmess- 
ing ideas by demonstrating that questions 
arenotjust"tests"forright answersbut the 
means of understanding 
confirms thevalue of students' own words, 
understanding, and ideas 

Prompt reconsideration. An extension of the 
previous techniqueis to ask the student directly 
to take time to reconsider and restate any con- 
clusions or previous understanding of an issue. 
Reconsideration could be based on acquiring 
new information, using the thinking process in 
class, or amvingatnew insight through collabo- 
rativediscussion Reconsiderationof previously 
held views demonsbates open-mindedness and 
personal responsibility for one's views and ac- 
tions. 

Teachers may explicitly add time in writing 
activities for students to reread and reconsider 
what they have written and restate their ideas if 
necessary. Students must believe that there is 
more respect in reconsideration than in persist- 
ing to hold mistaken ideas. Acknowledge such 
intellectual maturity and be willing to share 
your own reconsideration of ideas. 

Prompting reconsideration promotes think- 
ing in the following ways: 

models open-mindedness 

promotes self-correction and confidence in 
expressing ideas 
confirms the value of students' own words 
and understanding 
models reflective understanding of infor- 
mation 

Using preasion in language and promoting 
preasion of expression. Critical thinking both 
requires and promotes precision in the use of 
language. Being dispdsed to seek clarity is a n  
important disposition of critical thinkers. Often, 
when students are unclear or ambiguous in oral 
and writtenresuonses. thev are also unc!ear and . , 
ambiguous abdut the language of thinking. For 
example, adults and students often substitute "I 
feel" for "I believe." Whether confused about 
whether an idea is well-supported or is intui- 
tive, or unwilling to take the stronger stand of 
stating a belief rather than a hunch, the speaker 
is expressing an idea in a misleading way. 
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The habit of defining terms, concepts, and 
issues dearly is the mark of a critical thinker. 
Acknowledge and value responses in which a 
student restates for clarity or raises respectful 
questions about the clarity of others. Rethink 
and restate your own descriptions or explana- 
tions to demonstrate that y ou believe that clarity 
is important. 

Demonstrating and valuing precision in lan- 
guage does the following: 

models the desirability of clarity 
promotes self-correction and confidence in 
expressing ideas 
confirms the value of students' own words 
and understanding 
models reflective understanding of infor- 
mation 

Requesting evidence. Seeking reasons for 
ideas is an important thinking disposition Not 
accepting an idea as trueuntil we are convinced 
that it is well-supported is a mark of a critical 
thinker. Often, students develop beliefs without 
support for those views. Continuing to ask stu- 
dents fortheirreasons whenthey advanceideas, 
especially controversial ones, models this search 
for good reasons to support our judgments. 
often,whenstuden~~equestevidence to 

port or reject an idea, it is in a spirit of challenge 
or disagreement When students realize that 
critical thinkersbasetheirunderstandings, judg- 
ments, and actions on evidence, they recognize 
that requesting evidence is natural, commonly 
practiced, and essential in order to understand 

and evaluate what we learn. Model, a h w l -  
edge, and value students' open, curious, and 
respectful requests for evidence. 

addition to asking for reasons, you can 
model this disposition by ating information as 
evidence when you explain or describe content 
or offer reasons for your ideas. Requesting evi- 
dence does the following: 

models the importance of having reasons 
for our judgments and beliefs 
confirms value of inquiry 
models reflective understanding of infor- 
mation 
demonstrates respectful, responsible dis- 
COLlrse 

Using instructional methods that promote 
thoughtfulnessmodels the thinking dtspositions 
and learning-to-learn skills that we want to pro- 
mote in our students. They create a dass~oom 
dimate that supports thinking, understanding, 
and growth. Often, the media and students' 
surroundings offer misleading views of how 
people come to believe what they do. Instruc- 
tional methods to promote careful thinking and 
learning are more than devices to improve stu- 
dent performance. 

They s2t a climate and tone of careful thinking 
and demonstrate the value of thought They are 
€~entialif sch~ols are tobecome "a home for the 
mind," our classrooms are workshops of 
thought, and the lessons we teach vehicles to 
provide students with a vrriety of tools and 
techniques for thinking and learning. 



W h y  is Metacognition Necessary? What is Involved in Thinking 
skillful thinkm reflect on and m-ge their about Our Thinking Skillfully? 

own thinking. For example, when a decision is what kind of thinking is metacognition? 
needed* s k i l l f u l e m s t o P  themseivesfrom Some writers descnie metacognition as a spe- 
making hasty decisions and guide themselves cial kind of thinking skiU or process different 
through more careful decision making. Even from the types of thinking we use to think about 
afterthey'vemadead*on,the~remainoPen things, people, and events around us. On the 
to new information which may their contrary, metacognition is no different from 
minds. certain types of thinking we use regularly. 
Ineff&,skillful thhkm'shave developed strat- We C,, of come, think about our thinking in 

for t m g  and manage their own any number of ways. What is special about 
thinking by using thestrategieswhenneeded- metacognition is that it involves certain ways of 

The problems in thinking described in this thinking about our thinking that areinvolved in 
handbook result when people do not manage our ability to manage Fhings well. In 
their thinking very well- Impulse, assodation, metacognition we do the following things: 
and often determine their We haw to be able to identify what kind of 
thoughtsandjudgmen~-Y0fth~~~ghts thinking we are doing or plan to do. We 
and judgments do not serve them well. should be able to tell thatwe are engaged in 
Everyone,however,canleamto manage their d-on making, comparing and contrast- 

thinking in more productive ways. One of the ing, determining ihe reliability of a source, 
great insights growing out of recent work to etc. 

thinkingisthat our thinkingisas much We have to be able to nmlyw how we pres- 
within cur owncontrol as our actions are. Meta- ently do this kind of thinking in order to 
cognition plays a key role in this. We have to be determine whether it needs improvement. 
able to thinkabout our thinking if we are to take For example, I may realize that I -ally 
charge of it. decide to do the first thing that comes into 

To take charge of our actions, we have to my mind and miss oppod- 
know whatweare doing, how we canact differ- ties for better choices. or I may realize that 
ently to do things in better ways, and what we I often notice differences between things 
can to modify our behavior so that we but rarely think about what the differences 
what we think is best mean and, hence, do not gain much under- 

To take charge of our thinking, we similarly standing of what I am comparing. Or I may 
have to understand what kind of thinking we realize that I usually accept as reliable any- 
are doing, how we do it, and how it can be done thing in print and sometimes end up ac- 
differently to improve i t  We are then in a better cepting things that are false or one-sided. 
position to change it according to Our concep- . We be prepared to distinguish corn- 
tion of what more SW thinking is like. paent subtasks that we usually do not en- 

Metacognition is the internal managing Pro- gage in but that we think might be included 
cess that we use to takecharge of and direct our the thinking we have been pefion-g. 
own thinking so that it is no longer determined For example, I may wonder whether it is 
by assodation but what we impor-tant to consider evidence for conse- 
shodd do to be skillful thinkers. quences when I make a decision, to draw 
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conclusions from the similarities and dif- 
ferences I note, or to consider whether the 
publication in which an article appears is 
usually reliable. 
We should be ready to evaluate how we 
carry out our thinking and any new think- 
ing strategy that we may be considering. 
How effective are these likely to be? For 
example, in making a decision, will my 
decisions bebetter if Iconsiderconsequences 
than if I do not consider them? If I consider 
the consequences, perhaps I can avoid be- 
ing surprised by results that will affect me 
adversely and reject options that lead to 
problems. If I draw a conclusion from simi- 
larities and differences in the nutritional 
value of two foods, perhaps I can under- 
stand much better how my body benefits 
from eating them. If I consider whether a 
publication is usually reliable, perhaps I 
can avoid being misled into believing things 
that may not be h e .  

The thinking involved in these tasks is similar 
to the kind of thinking we do when we try to 
manage and improve kind of perform&ce. 
Toimprovemy tennis performance, for example, 
I shoAd be able to t e ~  how I a m  handling-the 
racket and movingmy arm as I swing. I canthen 
try to determine whether I am using my racket 
effectively. Do my shots go where I want them 
to? Do they hook to the right more than I would 
like? If my playing is not as effective as I would 
like, I can develop a plan to play differently. 
Perhaps1 should hold the racket a little higher or 
lift my elbow. Then, I can execute this plan and 
see if it makes a difference. 

Such management tasks are similar to meta- 
cognition, except that in metacognition, what 
we manage is our own thinking, not a physical 
performance. What is different about 
metacognitioniswhat we thinkabou t-ourt think- 
i ~ g - a n d  not the kind of thinking we do when we 
think about it. 

The thinking map in figure 19.1 describes 
metacognitive thinking that aims at improving 
our performance insituationsinwhichourthink- 
ing is what concerns us. 

Notice the kinds of component thinking skills 
that areinvolved inskillful metacognition. When 

THINKING ABOUT THINKING SKILLFULLY 

4. How will you do mii kind of thlnklng next time 
it is needed7 - 

1. What type of thinking did you engage in? 

2. How did you do the thinkjng? 

3. Was that an effective way to do this thinking? 
Why or why not? If not, what can you do to 
improve this way of thinking? 

Figure 19.1 

: 

you are asking yourself about the type of think- 
ing you are doing, you clnsstfy i t  When you ask 
how you do it, you are analyzing it into its 
component parts. Both are ways of describing 
your thinking. Oftenin thinking skitlsprograms, 
when students are asked to think about their 
thinking, they are asked only to engageinone or 
the other of these types of thbking. 

If students are to manage their own thinking, 
however, the way they think about their think- 
ing must involve more thaii just these types of 
thinking. Students must also be able to evaluate 
and plan their thinking. When you ask if your 
thinkingstrategywaseffectiveorhow youmight 
improve it, you are evaluating your thinking. 
When you ask y o d  how you will do it next 
time, your goal is a decision about how you will 
thinkin the future. You are p h n i n g  your think- 
ing. 

Each of the four types of metacognitive think- 
ing is essential for managing and planning our 
thinking effectively. When we blend them to- 
gether to think about our thinking, they become 
a powerful strategy for self-directed thinking. 

The graphic organizer in figure 19.2 
spaces to iot d o h  answers to the auestions that 
we shoufd ask ourselves to engLge in skillful 
metacognition. 

When do we engage in skillful metacopi- 
Lion? The wording of the thinking map of skill- 
ful metacognition (figure 19.1) indicata t5at 
metacognition sometimes occurs after we en- 
gage in some type of thinking. For example, 
after I have made a decision, I may realize that 
it was not a good one. I may have decided to go 



METACOGNITION LOG 
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Figure 19.2 

to a mountain resort for my vacation After 
getting there, however, I discover that certain 
"hidden" costs that I did not know about made 
the daily cost of the vacation almost double. I 
never would have gone to that resort if I had 
knownin advance about these additional costs. 
I note that when I made my decision about 
where to go, I did not gather all of the relevant 
information I could have. I can't change my 
vacationnow,butImustremembernext time to 
gather all relevant information before I decide 
where to go. To do this carefully, I also decide 
that I should take some time to think about 
what information I will need before I try to get 
it. 

In this case, I am reflecting on how I engaged 
in a certain kind of thinking that has already 
occurred, but I use these reflections.to develop 
a plan that would modify the way I expect to 
engage in this type of thinking in the future. 

I can also monitor and correct my thinking 
while I am doing it. This means shifting my 
attention back and forth from what I am think- 
ing about to the thinking itself. For example, 

while trying to make a decision about where to 
go on my vacation,Imay be tempted to go to the 
mountain resort, but1 may step back from think- 
ing about the vacation and ask myself, "Am I 
considering all that I should to make a really 
well-informed decision?" I may then realize 
that I am considering just a few &portant fac- 
tors and that I might need more information. So, 
I switch my strategy and decide to take time to 
gather more relevant information before I de- 
ade. 

Being metacognitive before, during, and after 
we think maximizes the degree to which we can . 

manage our own thinking. 
F'rerequisites formetacognition Whatmakes 

metacognition seem like a new and mysterious 
type of thinking is that, in order to do itwell, we 
have to be able to distinguish different types of 
thinking as well as different elements in our 
thinking. To do this, we have to know and use 
the language of thinking a d  apply it to our- 
selves by attending to episodes ot our own 
thinking. When I remark that I considered a 
number of options and then examined the con- 
sequerces, searching for reasons why I should 
or should not choose one of my options, I am 
using the ordinary language of thinking that we 
all use, not a new technical language. I am using 
this language to describe my own thinking. 

We are familiar with and use the language of 
thinking, but we do not describe our thought 
processes as frequently or insightfully as we 
might We attend to events and things around 
us; but although our own thinking is constantly 
occurring, we rarely attend to i t  Shifting our 
attention to our own thinking and applying the 
ordinary concepts and language of thinking toit 
is necessary for skillful metacognition. 

Leaming to use precise language to describe 
our thinking is no different from other situa- 
tionsinwhich weleam and apply anew concep 
tual framework and language to differentiate 
things around us. When we teach students to 
distinguish the parts of an automobile and to 
understand how they work, we teach them to 
apply and use automotive concepts and lan- 
guage. ("The carburetor is skipping and needs 
repair, but the spark plugs are in good working 
order.") Practice in using these concepts and 



words helps students idenhfy the parts of auto- 
mobiles with some facility. Discriminating and 
describing a variety of aspects of our thinking is, 
likewise, the result of getting used to attending 
to our thinking and applying the concepts and 
language of thinking to it. 

This is why teaching thinking explicitly, aswe 
do in infusionlessons, isso important inhelping 
students develop and use their metacognitive 
abilities well. Explicit instruction uses the lan- 
guage of the thinking skills being taught to 
guide students' thinking and, hence, prompts 
application of this language to their own think- 
ing. This is the first step in helping them to 
develop the habit of thinking about their think- 
ing. 

Teaching Students to Engage 
in Skillful Metacognition 

Because metacognition is an essential ingre- 
dient in all forms of skiUful thinking, this hand- 
book includes no separate lessons on meta- 
cognition. Rather, metacognition is introduced 
in infusion lessons as a key component in learn- 
ing to manage ar,y type of thinking. An orga- 
nized process of metacognitive questioning 
based on the map in figure 19.1 a p  
pears in every infusion lesson. 

The following summary of the dynamics of an 
infusion lesson makes it dear why it is impor- 
tant to include such organized metacognitive 
activities in each lesson: 

,-Ininfusionlessons, the teacher makes think- 
ing strategies explicit and guides students 
in their use as they think about what they 
are learning in the cumculurn (e.g., what 
energy sources are the best ones for our 
country to rely upon, the similarities and 
differences between pyramids and cones or 
RNA and DNA and their significance, the 
reliability of observation reports about the 
surface of the planet Mars). 
Then, students are asked to extract thestrat- 
egy they uwd from the specific context of 
the lesson as they reflect on whether this 
strategy is an effective one. 
The students thencreate3 plan in their own 
words for the thinking they have just done. 

Finally, they will use this plan thenext time 
they must do the same kind of thinking. 

With repeated applications, guided by their 
thinking plans, students develop the habits of 
thought that make them skiUful thinkers. Meta- 
cognition plays a key role in the transition from 
teacher-guided thinking to students' using think- 
ing strategies on their own. 

Withoutmetacognition, students' iransfer and 
use of skillful thinking in other appropriate 
contexts will be minimal. 

Becomingmoremetacognitiveisnot difficult. 
When you are learning to play tennis, it is ini- 
tially difficult to monitor and evaluate your 
playing yourself.Yourinstructorgives youfeed- 
back, suggestions, and support. As you develop 
more expertise, you increasingly guide your- 
self. The same is true of skiUful thinking. Your 
instructor guides you in doing it and in thinking 
about it so that you learn to guide yourself. 

Four basic practices are used by teachers to 
teach metacognition in infusion lessons: 

distancing activities in which students are 
prompted to shift their attention to their 
thinking and away from -what they have 
been thinking about 
structured questioning to prompt students 
to think skillfully about their thinking 
prompted practice in which students use 
specific thinking strategies to guide their 
ownthinkings 
reflectivewriting toexpress students'think- 
ing about their thinking 

Distancing students from what they have 
been thinking about and shifting their atten- 
tion to their own thinking. In the aitical think- 
ing activity in infusion lessons, students often 
get deeply involved in thinking about the con- 
tent-related topic of the lesson. This could be 
what mathematical method to use. what caused 
the extinction of the dinosaurs, etc. A common 
strate& in distpn- cing students from whit they- 
have been thinking about and shifting their 
attention to their thinking process is to ask them 
directly to do so. You might say, "Lefs stop 
thinking about the dinosaursnow and focus our 
attentionon how wethoughtaboutwhat caused 
their extinction" or "We're going to shift our 



attention away from the dinosaurs now and 
think about how you hied to figure out what 
caused their extinction." Lf students have be- 
come accustomed to doing this, your comments 
may be all that is needed to shift their attention. 

If, on the other hand, students are not used to 
doing this, you may have to explain what you 
mean. You might say, "When you think about 
thedinosaurs, youremembermany thingsabout 
them: what they ate, etc. When you shift your 
attention to your thinking, you will be thinking 
about something different: What went through 
your mind as youwere thinking aboutthe dino- 
saurs? What questions did you ask? Did you 
remember things? ThaYs thinking about think- 
 in^." 

Structured questioning to prompt students 
to think skillfully about their thinking: kinds 
of questions to -ask. When a teacher asks a 
student how he or she conducted a certain type 
of thinking, the teacher's question prompts the 
student to describe the strategy used for the thinic- 
ing. After a dedsion-making activity, for ex- 
ample, the teacher's goal is to help the student 
become aware of and identify the degree to 
which options were considered, information 
about the consequences was considered, etc. If 
the student has difficulty doing this, the teacher 
can ask more s p d c  questions about the pro- 
cess. She might wen ask, "Did you think about 
options at all?" "What did you think about to 
weigh the consequences?" Guidance using 
prompting questions helps students to become 
familiar with their thinhg, to learn how to 
describe it using the language of thinking, and 
to learn the kinds of questions they should ask 
themselves when thevrecall their own thinking. 

Similarly, teachersusedifferenttypesof ques- 
tions to prompt students tonssess theeffediveness 
of their think&. Recurring questioniiike "Was 
that an effective way to make a decision?" and 
"How well did that strategy help you to assess 
thereliability of sourcesof information?" prompt 
students to evaluate their thinking and teach 
them questions they should ask themselves 
when they independently seek to evaluate how 
effectively they are engaging in a thinking task. 

More specific evaluative questions can also be 
asked. For example, this is a question sequence 

from the Myste y of the Silent Spring lesson: "Is 
this a better way to find out what caused some- 
thing than the way you ordinarily do? Why?" 
Such comparative questions are usually easier 
to answer than simply asking whether the kind 
of thinking students did was effective. 

Guiding students even more spedfically in 
evaluative metacognition may be necessary. A 
teacher might ask, "For example, do you think 
that developing a list of possible causes in- 
creases your chances of finding out what the 
cause really was? How?" or "Is thinking about 
options and consequences a way to avoid some 
of the defaults in decision making? How does 
using this way of making decisions help to 
avoid these defaults?" 

Planning howwewill engageinskillful think- 
ing again is the culminating metacognitive ac- 
tivity in infusion lessons. Asking students to 
writeout a plan or to create a flow chart thatcan 
guide them in doing the same kind of thinking 
again is a common practice. This creates owner- 
ship of these thinking plans, since students can 
put their plan in their own words. Soon, stu- 
dents become accustomed toplanninghow they 
will carry out their thinking in a variety of 
thinking tasks. 

Students may also work together to develop a 
class plan for a specific thinking skiil, then post 
it on the wall of the classroom. This, of course, 
blends cooperative work with metacognition 

Structured questioning to prompt students 
to think skillfully about their thinking: when 
to ask metacognitive questions. The main or- 
ganized metacognitive activities ininfusion les- 
sons occur after the students have engaged in a 
well-developed thinking activity like deciding 
what sources of energy are the best for us to rely 
upon The diagram in fi- 19.3 shows the 
order in which metacognitive activities typi- 
cally occur in infusion lessons. 

At the same time, the more thatmetacognitive 
prompts are peppered throughout infusion les- 
sons, the more practice students will get with 
the varied kinds of metacognition that are im- 
portant for them to engage in as think- 
ers. For example, the lessons provide numerous 
opportunities to prompt students to engage in 
metacognitive monitoring and reflection while 
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town?" She then thinks of other possibilities: a 
disease that broke out in a nearby city, chemical 
contamination from a chemical accident at a 
chemical plant outside the town, like in Bhopal, 
India, etc.. Hearing this account, the teacher 

Figure 19.3 

the thinking activity is still going o n  After they 
havegenerated a list of options, asking students 
a question like "What is important to think 
about next?" can distance them enough from 
thinking about alternative energy sources to 
prompt their thinking about the importance of 
thinking about consequences. The question al- 
lows them to focus on the consequences of the 
options they have generated. 

A more sustained and subtle practice is to 
move £rom group to group as students are en- 
gaged in cooperative thinking tasks and ask the 
students if they are having any difficulties with 
the thinking they are doing. Are they finding 
anything hard? If so, what? When students de- 
saibe the problems they are having, you can 
then discuss ways of overcoming these difficul- 
tis.  You can also ask the group to help. 

For example, as they move from group to 
groupduringa causalexplanationactivity,teach- 
ers commonly find that some students have 
problems generating many possible causes. 
Sometimes, teachers suggest ways of overcom- 
ing these problems, like piggybacking on the 
ideas of other students. Or, they may ask other 
students who are generating many options how 
they generate somany ideas. For example,in the 
lesson "The Mystery of the Silent Spring," a 
studentmay respondthatsheasksherself,'%t 
kind of possible cause is this?" about a possible 
cause that another student has mentioned. The 
possiilecauseof radiatloncontamiriation, whi& 
another student has raised, involves something 
that has happened elsewhere and then spreads 
contamination to the town, she notes. This 
prompts her to raise the question, "What are 
some other things that might have happened 
elsewhere that could have this effect on the 

may suggest that the student who is having 
difficulty may also try this technique. 

Helping students to monitor their thinking 
and overcome ~roblems thev are havine while , " 
the thinking activity is going on is an excellent 
way to give students practice at thinking about 
the& thinking. h he more we couple mo&oring 
thinking while we are doing it with retrospec- 
tive metacognition and advanced planning, the 
more we help students become disposed to 
managing their own thinking. 

Thediagraminfigure 19.4 containsimportant 
question stems that can be used to prompt skill- 
ful metacognitionin students whether it occurs 
before, during, or after the main thinking activ- 
ity. It is ananged to move from identifying a 
type of thinking to evaluating the strztegy used 
in the thinking and planning how to do it again. 

* 

Figure 19.4 



Prompting students to manage their own 
thinking. Describing, evaluating, and planning 
one's thinking are important stages in thinking 
about thinking skillfully. The questions teach- 
ers ask to guide students through these stages 
help students to learn how to do this kind of 
metacognition,and their continued use by teach- 
ers gets students accustomed to them. When the 
teacher does this, she is providing a supporting 
structure for students'metacognition This "scaf- 
folding" should be gradually removed, how- 
ever, to allow students to take over this task 
themselves. Specific questioning strategies that 
you can use to accomplish this are featured in 
the application section of infusion lessons, part 
of the general strategy in these lessons to teach 
for the transfer and reinforcement of the think- 
ing skills. 

For example, after students have thought 
about RNA and DNA, and have engaged in 

extensive essay about the differences between 
the way they used to make decisions and the 
way they do now. They can write a recommen- 
dation for aneffectivedecision-making strategy 
for peoplewho makeimpulsivedecisions. Many 
other possible situations are excellent examples 
for students to write about their thinking. 

The second strategy relates to situations in 
which students keep journals as a regular writ- 
ing activity. You can ask your students to use a 
second column in their joumals to enter their 
thoughts or notes about their thinking as they 
do content-oriented writing in the first column. 

You can suggest that they ask themselves 
questions like "Was this idea easy to under- 
stand? Was it hard to solve thatproblem? Why? 
Could I have improved on the way I tried to 
solve it?" Using double-entry journals can help 
students become accustomed to thinking about 
their thinking as they do it. 

metacognitive reflectionaboutways of compar- 
ing and contrasting effectively, the teacher may Summary: Teaching to Internalize 
inkoduceatcansferactivitvbvsavine,"Goback Skillful Thinking , , ,  .,. 
to~our~lanforskiUfulcom~arisonanduse~~ to Figure 19.5 illustrates the role of metacognition 
compare and con**t simple and compound as we move fromhighly scaffalded lessons with 
interest." 

With less scaffolding, the teacher might say, 
"Pick the thinking plan and graphic organiz-r 
that you think should be used here. Use it to be 
sure you understand simple and compound 
interest." Students will begin to guide their own 
thinking as they respond to these more general 
metacognitive prompts. . ,. Tlumung about thinking through writing. 
Reflective writing is an excellent vehicle for 
stimulating sustained thinking. Its use in mfu- 
sion lessons provides an opportunity for stu- 
dents to do sustained thinking about the content 
they study in theselessons. Itcanalsobeused to 
supportstudents' ongoingreflectionsabouttheir 
thinking. 

You can usc one of two strategies forreflective 
writing about thinking. The first is to simply ask 
students to write about their thinking. For ex- 
ample, you can ask students to write out how 
they will try tosolve a problembefore they do it. 

After workmg on decision making, for ex- 
ample, students can be asked to write a more 
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a significant amount of teacher guidance to 
students' management of their own thinking. 

The diagram in figure 19.5 summarizes the 
way infusion, asaninstructionals&ategy, makes 
good thinking stick with our students. 

Tools for Designing Metacognition 
Sections of Lessons 

The thinking map of sequenced questions for 
skillful metacognition can be used to guide you 

in designing the section of infusion lessons in 
which students think about their thinking. The 
thinking map and the graphic organizer can be 
used to supplement the Thinking About Think- 
ing section of the lessons included in this hand- 
book. 

Both can be made into transparencies, photo- 
copied, or enlarged as posters for display in the 
classroom. Reproduction rights are granted for 
single classroom use only. 



l ~NFUSING THINKING INTO INSTRUCTION-SECONDARY METAcOGN~ON 

THINKING ABOUT 
THINKING SKILLFULLY 

1. What type of thinking did you engage in? 

2. How did you do the thinking? 

3. Was that an effective way to do this 
thinking? Why or why not? If not, what can 
you do to improve this way of thinking? 

4. How will you do this kind of thinking next 
time it is needed? 



METACOGNITION LOG 
What was the thinking skill you used What questions or directions 
in this lesson? prompted you to engage in this 

thinking in the lesson? 

How did you carry out this thinking? 
(What steps did you go through in 
your thinking as you did the 
lesson?) 

Describe how this way of thinking !f you use this thinking in another 
compares with other ways you might situation, how would you plan to do 
have thought about the issues in the it? Picka specific example and 
lesson. Which do you prefer and describe what you would thinkabout 
why? in some detail. 
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METACOGNITtVE STAGES AND 
METACOGNITIVE QUESTIONS 

DESCRIBING WHAT KIND OF THINKING YOU DID 

What kind of thinking did you do in this Was the thinking you did in this lesson 
lesson? ? 

What do you call the kind of thinking 
you did in this lesson? 

DESCRIBING HOW YOU DID YOUR THINKING 

I How did you cany out this thinking? What strategy did you use to do this kind 
of thinking in the lesson? 

What steps did you go through in doing 
this kind of thinking in the l&n? What did you focus your attention on first 

as you did this kind of thinking in the 
What questions did YOU ask when YOU lesson? mat did you focus on next? 
did this kind of thinking in the lesson? FtC. 

I 

EVALUATING YOUR THINKING 

Is this a good way to do this kind of do this kind of thinking? 
thinking? 

Was there anything that was hard to do 
In what situations would doing this kind in the kind of thinking you did in this 
of thinking work better than in others? lesson? Wow might you make it easier? 

How does this way of thinking compare How would you improve on the way you 
to the way you ordinarily do this kind of do this type of thinking? 
thinking? Which do you prefer? Why? 

What is important to attend to as you do 
How would you advise someone else to this kind of thinking? 

I PLANNING YOUR THINKING I 
In what situziions would doing this kind How would you do this kind of thinking 
of thinking work better than in others? . . the next time you had occasion to do it? 



ACHING TO INTERNALIZ 
?IA THINKING -SKILL 

TEACHING THE SKILL 
Students are prompted to engage in a thinking 

1. Organized questioning to guide student thinking 

2. Metacognition prompted by questioning 

PRACTlClNG THE SKILL 
Students are prompted to engage in a thinking 
task with limited teacher scaffolding: 

1 .  Simple questioning 

2. General metacognitive guidance 

Students engage autonomously in a thinking 
task with teacher scaffolding eliminated: 

1. Internal student questioning 

2. Students recall the process and reflect 
metacognitively without prompting 

3. Students recognize the thinking task as a context 
for the transfer of previous learning 



Tools to Enhance 
Thinking and Learning 

Sandra Parks 

Using Tools to Improve Thinking and Learning 

Using tools allows us to perform tasks more easily and efficiently, resulting 
in better accuracy, quality, and craftsmanship. With tools, we can access mate- 
rial that would be otherwise beyond reach. We use some tools to hold or to alter 
the material with which we work. Knowing how to use tools adds to our 
productivity and sense of mastery. 

Cognitive processing tools perform similar functions in improving the 
quality of thinking and leaming. Devices such as strategy maps summarize 
principles of efficient, effective learning and well-founded judgment and are 
used to guide thinking, leaming, and information gathering. We use a variety 
of graphic and electronic tools to stimulate, organize, evaluate, and depict the 
results of our thinking. Using these devices allows us to manage our thought, 
promoting thoroughness in our consideration of issues, soundness and confi- 
dence in our judgments, and richness and elegance in expressions of our 
sreativi.:~. 

This chapter describes how process tools help us access, organize, evaluate, 
and assimilate new facts and experiences and then transform that learning into 
new forms, applications, or products. It explores the curriculum implications of 
students' use of such tools as strategy maps, graphic organizers, computer 
technology, and simulations to improve student thinking and learning. 
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Figure 10.1. The Thinking Process 
SOURCE: From J. Clarke's Patterns of Thinking (p. 20). Copyright 1990 by Xl lyn and Bacon. 
Reprinted wi th  permission. 

We can idenhfy the friction of cognitive tools by the role that they play in an 
information-processing model of learning. Costa (1991) organized thinking skiUs 
and processes according to recursive, nonlinear phases in a learning cycle-turning 
facts and experience into concepts, principles, or theories that then are evaluated, 
expanded, and transformed into action or new knowledge. Figure 10.1 depicts the 
different cognitive processes that occur at various phases of the learning process. 
The left side of the cycle depicts thinking tasks that serve an input function--gath- 
ering and organizing data or stimuli to make sense of them. The thinking tasks in 
the center are involved in mental processing-reformulating and evaluating infor- 
mation to incorporate it into present belief systems, theories, or behavior. The 
thinking tasks on the right side of the diagram involve expanding, hnsforming, 
or operationalizing what we have learned. 

The cogrutive tools explored in this chapter often serve more than one of 
the functions of inputting, processing, and outputting information. Knowing 
how to use a variety of devices commonly employed in instruction, business, 
and personal decision making and exploring how these cognitive tools facilitate 
their thinking and learning, teachers and students can decide which tools they 
will use at various stages in processing and using information. 

Thinking and learning tools provides cognitive scaffolding to allow teachers 
and learners to clarify both the processes and the products of learning. Some 
instructional-time be spent showing students how to use devices that support 
their thinking and learning. After students become proficient in using these 
tools, they do so naturally without further prompting. Students may modify 
these devices to fit individual styles, purposes, and interests. The goal of such 
instruction is self-initiated, efficient thinking and learning in which learners are 
proactive in conducting and managing their own mental tasks. 
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If curriculum sig-nificantly addresses improving t h i n h g  and learning pro- 
cesses, teachers and students must be familiar with different cognitive tools and 
understand how these tools help guide, picture, and stimulate thought. Class- 
room instruction should include explaining and using a variety of these tools 
in content and personal application. Curriculum planning involves deciding 
how and when to teach students to use cognitive tools in content leaming and 
how to organize classroom space and time to employ them effectively. 

Strategy Maps as Thinking-Learning Tools 

Considerable cognitive research in the 1970s and 1980s involved clarifying 
thinking and leaming processes, making explicit the mental operations that are 
commonly implicit in classroom instruction. Drawing on educational psychol- 
ogy and cognitive science, leammg specialists developed cognitive strategy 
maps, metacognitive devices that make leaming easier, more efficient, and more 
effective. In the 1990s, information literacy specialists developed strategy maps 
of key questions to ask when seeking, organizing, and evaluating information 
in a particular situation, application, or issue. Thinking strategy maps prompt 
users to consider the questions that a thoughtful person asks and answers when 
making well-founded judgments. Such devices prompt users to think about and 
research aspects of an issue that may otherwise be overlooked. 

Learning Strategy Maps 

During the 19705, instruction emphasized using instructional strategies that 
make the teaching-learning process explicit. Cumcuium speaalists such as Made- 
line Hunter and Hilda Taba left a legacy of instructional strategy maps for teaching 
various content objectives. Teachers leamed that if the teaching of concepts or 
processes was procedmlized for clarity, students Ieamed more effiaently and 
effectively. 

For any instructional technique that teachers use, students engage in a similar 
metacognitive pattern to comprehend what is being taught. In the example in Figurr 
10.2, students are taught a strategy m a ~  for learning how to do a new operation. Based 
on Hunter's (1983) expository teaching model, the lesson involves helping students 
understand what the teacher will do when explaining a new process. By under- 
standing how the teacher will conduct the lesson, leamers understand their part in 
the teaching-learning transaction Students can follow the steps in the instruction 
process and understand how to self-correct when losing the train of thought in a 
demonstrationor mlanation Thelearners can thenrehun to that point in instruction 
in which conceptualization went awry and recover understanding the operation 

Using a modification of Taba's concept development model as a review tool 
(see Eggen, Kauchek, &-~ard&r, 1979), &dents can self-assess how well they 
understand a concept. If students can answer six basic questions about a concept, 
they can be confident of their own conceptualizations. The money example in 
Figure 10.3 shows how concept development yields dear definitions. Lack of clarity 
in answering any of these questions indicates how omissions or incomplete under- 
standing should be corrected. 
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HOW DO I LEARN TO DO IT WELL? 

When Have I Learned To Do Something Like This Before? 
Why Important? To tie this What TO Ask? Please remind 
expknation to something I alr- me again of the process or terms: 
k n w  to save lime: to reduce give me another example. 
anxiety or mnfusian. 

P- I What I Am Learning? 

I why ~mp~rtant? Tobe- What TO Ask? Please clarify I about what I expect to learn; to unfamiliar terms or restate what we 

How Is It Done? 

Why Important? If l mtiunderstand What to ask? To clanfy terms or 

the steps, the order of the steps, or reoeat the operation: to explain it in 

why 1 do them, then I won't use this otiner words. 
- 

Can I Do It Correctly? 
Why Important? To pevent What to Ask? Please check my 
Pnctiang doing this operatan work with me to see where I started 
incorrectly. making mistakes; to listen to my 

description to hear where I began 
making an ermr. 

Can I Do It Fast And Well? 
Why Important? TO be sue What To Ask? Please give me 
that I can do this operation qriddy extra practice w show me shortcuts 
and acwrately; for personal or ways to check the operation. 
confdence. 

Do I know When To Use It Again? 
Why Important? To remamber What TO Ask? Please suggest 
better and to be prepared the next other examples in school or'iife 

. 

time I use 9 to reduce a*. situations. 

Figure 10.2. Learning Strategy Map: How Do I Learn to Do It Well? 
SOURCE: Parks & Bl.~ck, 1990. Used with permission. 
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DO I REALLY KNOW IT? 

Example: Monev 

WHAT KIND OF AN IDEA IS IT? 
Objects that people exchange for goods and services. 

CAN I NAME SOME EXAMPLES? 
Pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters, dollar bills. 

p p  p p  p 

WHAT ARE SOME SIMILAR IDEAS? 
Tokens used for bus or subway rides. 

WHAT ARE SOME DIFFERENT IDEAS? 
Checks, credit cards, barter. 

+ 
WHAT ARE SOME IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS? 
It represented a standard value that is backed up by the government. 
People recognize and must accept it for purchases within the country 
that issues it. 

CAN I GIVE A FULL DEFINITION? 
Money is an object exchanged for goods or services that is issued by the 
government and must be accepted for purchases within the country that 
issues it. 

Figure 10.3. Concept Development: Do I Really Know It? 
. . 

SOURCE: Parks & Black, 1990. Used with p8mission. 

To promote deep understanding of concepts, Perkins, Goodrich, Tishman, and 
Mirrnan-Owen (1994) developed the Understanding Through Design Sbategy for 
analyzing "designs" (objects, concepts, and events). Students learn to identify 
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the purpose of a design (key purposes, varied purposes, creative purposes, and 
hidden purposes), its features and the reasons for them, the pros and cons of 
how well the design works, and how the design can be improved. As students 
apply this strategy to the circulatory system, a poem, a ruler, or the preamble 
to the Constitution, their evaluation of key attributes of a thing or idea yields 
thorough comprehension, clear retention, and creative thinking about impor- 
tant concepts. 

Information Use Strategy Maps 

The information explosion, involving new computer technology such as 
videodiscs, CD-ROW, and the Internet, has made information literacy a timely 
amiculum initiative. These cnxsdisciplinary curriculum goals prompt learners to 
reflect about the type, qual~ty, and availability of information, how to retrieve and 
evaluate it, and how to express or depict it for more effective understanding and 
decision making. Figure 10.4 reminds information users of key questions to ask to 
define the type of information that is needed; to select a search strategy; to locate 
resources and retrieve the needed data; to access the accuracy and quality of 
information; to interpret, evaluate, and communicate that information; and to draw 
well-founded judgments or produce aeative products based on it. 

The basic shift in the teaching-learning transaction when usmg strategy 
maps significantly involves students becoming proactive in their own learning. 
Students learn the procedures of the instructional strategy that the teacher is 
using to explain concepts and procedures. Then students can monitor metacog- 
nitively how well they are understanding whct is being explained and know the 
point in the process at which clarification is needed. 

Thinking Strategy Maps 

"Teaching thinking" commonly means teaching a thinking skill or process 
directly, either by explaining the procedm didactically or by eliciting it induc- 
tively. For example, in de Bono's CoRT program (1987), teahers explain the "PM 
scanning tool," a strategy map in which students brainstorm all the Plus (good 
points), Minus (negative points), and Interesting aspects of a decision. Students 
then use the abbreviation PM1 to prompt themselves to consider these factors when 
exploring decisions, ei&er in content lessons or in personal application. 

Students may also learn thinking strategy maps inductively. In the infusion 
program (Swartz & Parks, 1994), tead~ers use a strategy map for decision 
making to organize students' comments about their own decision making. 
Although the thinking strategy may be expressed in students' own words, the 
decision-making pracess will contain the key questions on the strategy map. 

Whether shown didactically or derived inductively, thimking strategy maps 
are used for the same purposes: to clarify the processes of clear, systematic, 
effective thinking; to provide a schema that can be easily remembered; and to 
show how the strategy can beused in a variety of contexts. Students understand 
and use a common language to describeand express their thinking and have a 
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HOW DO I FlND AND USE THE INFORMATION WELL? 

WHAT INFORMATION DO I NEED? 
WHAT KIND? Statistics. fa&, WHAT FORM? Text. tables, lists, maps. 

okse~ations, reports, interpretations. diagrams. outlines. pidures interview. 

depicfions, creabve works. speeches, diaries? 
explanations? WHAT MEDIUM? Print, film. videotape. 

video disk. photograph, microfiche? - 
h 

- 

HOW DO I FlND IT? 

WHAT RESOURCES SHOW WHERE WHAT SEARCH PLAN WILL OFFER 
INFORMATION LIKE M I S  IS ADEQUATE INFORMATION 
LOCATED? Books In Print, ReaWs EFFICIENTLY? Steps in search and 
Guide, lntemet Gopher. etc. retrieval? 

- ~- P -~ 

WHERE IS THlS INFORMATION LOCATED? 
W E  OF SOURCE? PubSc libraries SPECIFIC SOURCE? Tie. Author. 
specialized libraries, research or publication. date, file name. 
government agencies. mmputer file, volume, e d  Wing. publisher's 
intemet, CD rom? address. :elephone number? 

HOW DO l OBTAIN IT? 
POLICIES? Authorization for access HOW TRANSMITTED? Print material. 
and use. Limitations on volume and computer d i i  fax, m a i l ?  Time 
applkation, restrictions on phota- necessary? How converted? 
mpying. royalties. access fees? Technological mrnpahbilty? 

t 
HOW REWBLE IS THIS INFOF?hWTION? 
PRIMARY OR SECONDARY? REGARDED IN THIS FIELD? 
RELlABlUrY OF OBSERVATlON FITS KEY FACTORS IN THIS USE? 
REPORT. Observer7 Procedures? Timeliness, mmparable definiihns, 
Corroborated? Report documented? compatible procedures 

HOW CAN I C O W  W T  I LEARN FROM THIS INFORMATKIN? 
TYPE OF PRODUCT? Text, display. AUDIENCE? Reader, liktenen, 
performance. computer file? size and background of audience? 
CRlTERlA FOR REPORTING? 
Documentation, standards for this type 
of product, citation, format, user-friendliness. 

Figure 10.4. Information Use Strategy Map 
SOURCE Parks (forthcoming). 
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Figure 10.5. Thinking Skills Involved in the Decision-Making Process 
SOURCE: Swartz & Perkins, 1990. Used with permission. 

metacognitive framework for executing and monitoring their thinking (see 
Figure 10.5). 

Graphic Organizers as Thinking and Learning Tools 

In the previous examples, strategy maps have been supplemented by 
graphic organizers. Diagrams depict how information is related, "picturing" 
i s s ~ e s  SO that.users can make interpretations ur judgments. Using graphic 
organizers, teachers and students can access, organize, and display complex 
information involved in evaluating issues, solving problems, and making deci- 
sions. Graphic organizers may also be used to guide or stimulate thinking, to 
demonstrate or review what has been learned, and to plan projects. 
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Graphics That  Hold and Organize Infonnatiotl 

Matrices are commonly usedin textbooks, newspapers, and periodicals to 
organize complex information. The matrix on alternative energy sources (Figure 
10.6) serves as a "data retrieval chart," a graphic organizer that Taba (see Eggen 
et al., 1979) used to guide students' research and observations for conducting 
inductive reasoning. The matrix in Figure 10.6 contains information involved 
when considering what energy sources should be developed and used. Students 
are not given this information but instead use the matrix to organize their 
research. The empty cells of the diagram remind students of the types of data 
needed to make informed judgment. 

Students list their options (various energy sources) down the left side of the 
diagram. They label each column with a type of consequence that should be 
considered in deciding energy use (its availability, its impact on the environ- 
ment, its cost to use and produce, etc.). After each student group has reported 
its findings about an energy source, its information is added to this matrix, a 
huge bulletin board to organize and display the class's combined research on 
sources of energy. 

Having organized this mass of information, students must then interpret it. 
Individually, in small groups, or as a whole class, students then summarize 
information in each row, creating what Taba called a generalization about a 
particular form of energy (see Eggen et al., 1979). For example, the student group 
responsible for gathering the data on solar energy prepares a summary state- 
ment that synthesizes the important information that its research uncovered 
about solar energy. 

Then students summarize the information in each column to state a gener- 
alization that addresses the next important question: "What kinds of conse- 
quences are more important than others?" This summary statement addresses 
which factors in considering energy use warrant greater weight than others. 
Finally, by reflecting on the summary statements for the rows and the columns, 
students prepare a recommendation about what energy sources should be used. 

Graphics That Guide Thinking 

The matrix serves as an information holder to organize complex informa- 
tion so that users can make judgments about it. This matrix, however, is more 
than a chart of rows and columns to hold data, such as a bus schedule or 
television timetable. This specialized matrix is also designed to guide students' 
decision making. It contains information exchanged in students' deliberations 
as they follow the decision-making strategy depicted in Figure 10.6. 

The decision-making graphic organizer in Figure 10.7 depicts students' 
research on President Tnunan's decision regarding how to end World War 11. 
Tmman's options, the consequences of each option, information to evaluate the 
likelihood of the consequences, and consideration of the value of the conse- 
quences are summarized on the diagram. Students then evaluate each option to 
arrive at a judgment regarding the best action to end the war. 
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F i g m  10.6. Decision-Making Matrix Graphic Organizer: Sample Student Responses 
SOURCE: Swartz & Parks, 1994. Used with permission. 

SAMPLE STUDENT RESPONSES ' ALTERNATIVE ENERGY 

OPTION 

SOLAR 
Active 

Passive 
Photovoltaic 

NUCLEAR 

PETRO- 
CHEMICAL 

COAL 

DECISION MAKING MATRIX 

EASE OF 
PRODUCTiON 

Easy. if location. 
lamde and weather 
mndilions are 
favorable. m e  
maintenance. 
Limited service for 
repairs. Photovoltaic 
not cost effective 
unM impoved 
technology makes it 
more effidenn 

Complex. requiring 
sophicated 
instruments. 
speda~bed 
technidans. and 
unusual safety 
measures. Waste 
d i i l  is risky 
and requires long- 
term safeguards. 

Complex. but 
"mmonlY practiced. 

- 

Complex. but 
 common^ pracdced 

.--. 

RELNANT CONSEQUENCES 

ENVlRONMENT 

No undesirable air or 

Water Umigh(lyequipment p o U ~ n .  
a circular fields of 
-m. Loss of 
bees. Emimnmental 

manufacturing 
materials and 
e9*Pment Or 

asposins of 
Mteries? 

Fcahhn danger. 
khing emsion and 
toic L%l&s are 
pmduced to secure 
uranium Storage of 
waM may resui? in 
radiabbn 
contarninatan. 
Rodu&n simchlres 
am huge. 

C ~ I  spilkmay resuit 
Depletion of the oil 

SWTJv. 
Hydmcarbom pollute 
h air, damage the 
ozone layer. and 
create add rain. 
Pmceaing pollutes 
ai 

Ship and shaff mining 
scars lh land. U s  
mates a gray film on 
prfaces. Paw la te  
mkiom pollute me 
air. Acid rain ponutes 
air and water. 

COST 

Start up is costly 
(cnuld be reduced 
by mass 
manufachlre). 
LOW maintenance 
and repaiff 
Operatwn costs 
are minimal. 
Research and 
development 

W 

Protective 
measures in 
operatiun and 
start-up costs are 
high. Licensing. 
cerkfying, and 
inspecting planb 
are expensive. 
Maintenance 
cmls? 

Exploration. 
research, 
distribution and 
cleanup costs are 
high. ImpoOjng h 
W, depends on 
international 
priang. VaiuaMe 
for uses other than 
energy. 

Research and 
development of 
so17 coal use is 
ccsUy. Labor. 
banspartation. 
and conversion 
are m. - -. 

AVAILABIUlY 

Limited by 
location. l a m e  
and weather. 
Seasonal in 
some areas. 
D i b u l i n g  and 
storing resuRng 
electricity h 
limited. 
Renewable. 

Uranium is scarce 
B r a e r  reactors 
are mn!mvetsial 
and limited. 

W e d  regional 
supplies. Non- 
renewable. 

sUPw. 
Vndenrtilis son 
mal. 
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SKILLFUL DECISION MAKING 
OPTIONS 

Sunendet 

Capolre me Emperor 

Demonsuate me bomb on or near me 

Japanese homeland. but not m a papubted 

area 

Invade Japan 

Dmp A-bomb on a populated mlnary target 

lnaease mnvenbonal bombng 

Japanese pecp(e against mar government 

Use chemld weapons 

Ceace fire I 
I OPTION CONSIDERED 

, , 
CONSEQUENCES SUPPORT VALUE 

What wil l  happen if I Why do I think each How important is the I 

Hgh eamom4c cmh 
and lasl of equrpmm 

- W o r n  m o d  and b e  
PuMcruPPo* 

+ War mnmdon do wed 

Heavy Japanese -Q 
- Oatmy Japanese &raI 

and e a m m i C  resources 

- sa$=tUnanimada Japan 

Japanese mrtary ctaim 

preparednea for an mvasion two Jima 

end Olorawa r w r 8  idcat. US and 

Japanese czsuamep US W 300.000 

men kea*ing mrnughme penmeter 

islands. Kamikaze attacks kill 13.000 US 

men in 2 off O(dnawa StinWn 

lnvawon sch- lor November. 1545. 
Ferca -g on two Jima and Oldnawa 
s h w  gam. 

IwO A m  and Oldnawa repom hede 
f iwcemng d e . g  tan& and losses 
o t 1 5 ~ n d d a n w u t o 2 W o m e r s .  

BmtaQ of Padflc bhting was abhorrent 
to putic. Men k. newrpspen and 

I omciab s h a  op-n. 
Iwo Jima and Oki7a-n resats mdcafe heaw 

I lmses of tank and lmadna me 

ewiwenl. 
C&nl &wos&n m YghUc-deam ....' 
Haay Japnae bsss on km Jima and 
oldnn*a 
Heavy bomting hsd already d e s b w  a6es 
and hdwhid Fgnb and aealedfire 
dam* M n  in Eurnpe lead to great 
&su"dbh 

At?- the So+ sidthatU~eywould 
inn& Japan by Aupuat 8.19d5 
Lettnrk. ncmpapts and omdsh show 
appcsiton to mow. Bedon ir mree yea,% 
awaw 

Very lmpoltant 

Loss of We 6 me most 

important conuderahc 

Very Important 
PrdOngedwar meam more 
loa of Ste and matena( c& 

Very lmpcrtant 
Such lasses dfeu abiliito 
unge war snd US economy 

Imwrtant 
P u M  wppoit needed for 
mngreswnal tunding. 

Not important 
They are a s p e d  interest 
group. War affects whoie 
munay 

Very Important 
Losofbfeismemon 
important factor. 

Important 
Ind- can be rebuPt but 

l *Mes may tn loaforever 

1 ~ery~mpor tant  
S u W  end 0 war 
requires mat i m o n  
s u m .  

Immrtant 
SO* perenn, in Japan M 

l aTed US innuenw in Padflc 
impMtant 
Tmman's poCQea are sound 

Figure 10.7. Decision-Making Graphic Organizer: Student Example 
SOURCE: Swartz & Parks (forthcoming). Used with perrn!sslon. 
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As in the energy example, the graphic organizer "pictures" the decision- 
making process. The graphic organizer displays evidence for or against the 
likelihood of various consequences and the relative significance of them. Com- 
paring graphics for several options, students can "see" easily which options 
have significant numbers of important positive or negative consequences. 

Graphic organizers can be used to depict the questions that thoughtful 
people ask and answer in skillful critical thinking: assessing the reliability of the 
sources of information, evaluating reasons given for conclusions, reasoning by 
analogy, using causal explanation and prediction, evaluating, making generali- 
zations, and using conditional and categorical reasoning (Swartz & Parks, 1994). 
In each case, the graphic organizer summarizes the information required in 
making such judgments and depicts the steps in the evaluation process by 
appropriate symbols and design elements (arrows, circles, boxes, etc.). 

To assess the reliability of an observation report, students list questions that 
they would want satisfied to decide whether the account is-accurate. From their 
list of questions, they generate a strategy map of the factors that they would take 
into account when evaluating the reliability of any observation report. In the 
example shown in Figure 10.8, students generate questions about Percival 
Lowell's turn-of-theientury observations of Mars, in which he reported seeing 
lines on Mars that he described as canals. 

Using arrows, lines, and coio~, students create a strategy map by "lining 
up" their questions with categories of questions represented on their list. 
Questions generally fall in four main categories: questions about the observer 
(capacity, expertise, background, objectivity, etc.), the observation itself (condi- 
tions, procedures, equipment, etc.), thenature of the report (type and reputation 
of the publication, audience, use of pictures, tables, etc.), and whether other 
observers corroborate the findings. 

Once the types of questions have been established and criteria for reliability 
clarified, students apply the strategy 20 evaluate the obsewation to decide 
whether the observation is reliable enough to accept as accurate. In the example 
shown in Figure 10.9, students decide that the technology available to LoweU 
and his predisposition to believe that there were canals on Mars biased his 
observation and outweighed his credentials and other scientific achievements. 

Graphics That Show Relationships 

Graphic organizers featured in textbooks or magazines generally show 
how information is related. Common graphics, such as matrices, flowcharts, 
Venn diagrams, branching diagrams, and concept maps,, depict analysis: se- 
quence, rank, classification, subdivision, analogy, part-whole relationships, or 
attribution. 

Concept maps, also called "bubble maps" or "web diagrams," can be used 
to show a variety of relationships (attribution, classification, part-whole rela- 
tionships, etc.). They can stimulate creative thinking and are versatile for 
numerous instructional or personal uses. In the example in Figure 10.10, the 
concept map shows the activities in a course on design technology for children. 
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SAMPLE STUDENT RESPONSES - THE CANALS OF MARS 

QUESTlONS ABOUT RELIABILIN OF 
A SOURCE OF INFORMATION 

QUESTIONS TYPES OF QUESTIONS 

OBSERVATION REPORT 

OBSERVER I CORROBORATION l 

I I I I 
What is h. backoround? h I 1 I 

What k hk sdenbf~c reputabn? -h L 1 1 
For whom was the report M e n ?  I I I h 
What kind of equipmenidid he use? -h 1 I 

Did he use me same equipment for a# ughnng? -4 I I 
What was his state of mind? Was hedear-headed? -h l l l 
Where was he when he made h i  o w n s ?  -h l I 
Did omer accounk corroborate hi report? -1 I 
b what form or puMcahon did me report appear? l 1 I 
Was the repcrt a Uantladon or h i  om words? I I I h 
What w e  the weather condmhrs? l I 
In what year did he make me o w n ?  ~b l I 
When ad he vmite me repcrt? I 1 l h 
Did he have normal sight? F I I 1 
Was the equipment appropriate? 5 l I 
Was h e m b M w o W  -h l I I 
Whatdidhesxpeatosee? F I l l 
Did he know how to use the equiprnem I I I 
How often did he otsefve t? l I 
Is the lem scratched? 71 I I 1 

How long did he ot?serve it? -1 I I 
Did he Mew in He on Mars prbr to the oheriath G I I l 

Did he make accurate obms ih r s  of omef -7 I 1 I 

L-3 I I I 
Was he drinldno before he made me 3 I I I 
Was a model made to vmfy howformaSom 1 l I I 

h I I I 
I I - 1  War he paidformis aeeounn ni by*;? -4 

l I I I 

Figure 10.8. Graphic Organizer: Strategy Map to Assess Reliability 
SOURCE: Swartz C Parks, 1994. Used with permission. 
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DETERMINING THE RELIABILITY OF SOURCES 
earnpis 5 M e M  R-nrs. - C~ns ls  of Mam) 

QUESTIONS INFORMATION 

SOURCE 

persival ~orrefi-S 
r e p i  d his 

oBe,"am o( 
-IS M Mam 

RELIABLE, 
UNRELIABLE, 

OR UNCERTAIN? 

Figure 10.9. Graphic Organizer: Strategy Map to Determine Reliability of Sources 
SOUR= Swartz &Parks, 1994. Used with permission. 

This concept map may be the teacher's planning tool to design the course, an 
advanced organizer for students (showing what they will learn in the course), 
or a review tool to summarize instruction when the unit is completed. 

The second concept map, depicted in Figure 10.11, shows how the topics in 
the unit address interdisciplinary objectives. Although this concept map is 
clearly the teacher's planning tool, students similarly use concept maps in 
planning projects. The teacher may show this plan to the class to illustrate how 
the various subjects are "webbed" around the topic and to track the implemen- 
tation of the unit. 

The third concept map (Figure 10.12) shows simple tools that students use 
in the course. The goal in using this concept map is improving students' 
conceptualization of content. In this case, the concept map depicts classification, 
illustrating different types of simple machines featured in the course. Students 
soon learn that although diagrams may have the same basic design, the same 
graphic form may serve different purposes. Learning to "read" graphics be- 
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Figure 10.10. Concept Map for Course on Design Technology for Children 
SOURCE: Dunn & Larson, 1590. Used with permission. 

comes an instructional outcome, a valuable skill in an increasingly technological 
society. 

Graphics That Stimulate Thinking 

The fourth concept map from the design technology unit (see Figure 10.13) 
is used to stin,ulate students' inquiry about creatures they find on the play- 
ground. Using the graphic organizer promotes associative thinking in which 
one question quickly generates another. The graphic organizer serves as both a 
stimulus and a display for questions to raise when investigating this topic. 

Using graphic organizers to generate ideas can take several forms: graphics 
to guide a creative thinking process, graphics to analyze a creative product, and 
mind mapping. The exercise shown in Figure 10.14 involves generating possi- 
bilities for what could be done with a pile of dirt at a construction site. To prompt 
fluency, students brainstorm possible uses, writing their suggestions in the 
second bbx. They then categorize their ideas and are prompted by each category 
heading to think of new uses of that type, adding new suggestions to the 
"possibilities" box as shown by the arrow. They then check whether their ideas 
are unusual ones, prompting themselves to find original possibilities. 
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Readmqhvntmg 
Create a Criher 
that moves Observation 

r lmpresslons r notes r :actual 
+ flies r vnggles Build a humane 
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r hops r walks aid vtewlng 

r learnlcg logs *l- r descnptlve 

Literature a m s  Gmughr 

Laqwg. 
m e  H"nM 
Uleml la< 

Literatwe murals 

r paint r mosaic 

O b ~ a t i o n a l  Drawing 

Printmaking 

* bwden 

r book covers 

Mechanical Drang 

Cultrval Map 
tales work 

Popup book of 
mner facts. 
Chat7 predator 
prey relationship 

Map locations 
Rewrd, measure. time. 
graph movemmt 

Solve problems arising 
from charts and 
graphs. 

r dsign work 

tmprersiantstic Work Sccial orders 

r c h a b  rdlanxral r compare to human 

r cDrnmwication systems 

+jobs 

Figure 10.11. Concept Map for Planning tnterdisciplinary Objectives 
SOURCE: Dunn & Lason. 1990. Used mth permiss~on. 

Students then use a second diagram, shown in Figure 10.15, to generate 
additional possibilities. Fordng a connection between categories that normally 
do not go together generates new ideas. For example, by combining "to use it 
for fun" with "move it elsewhere," students come up with "take it to the 
playground and make a hill with tunnels for kids to play in." Using the matrix 
prompts students to think about ideas to fill the blank boxes. The connection 
among existing ideas generates new ones. By linking different types of ideas, 
students come up with new solutions to the problem of using the dirt. Even 
working alone, a student can use a matrix as a framework in order to combine 
some of the hteresting features of ideas that have already been generated to 
create new possibilities. 

A graphic organizer can also be used to analyze or create a metaphor. Class 
discussion recorded on this graphic organizer shows how metaphors serve as 
idea bridges to convey other characteristics or images with playfulness and 
richness. Consider the cat metaphor Car1 Sandturg's poem "Fog." Using the 
diagram shown in Figure 10.16, students name a characteristic of a cat that is 
also true of fog, s71ch assilence. Students brainstorm words for silence, associated 
with either a cat or fog, and write these details or descriptors in the boxes on 
each side of the diagram. 
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Figure 10.12. Concept Map for Students' Conceptualization of Content: Tools 
SOURCE. Dunn & Larson, 1990. Used with permission. 

How does the graphic organizer help stimulate connections, details, and 
insights that students may otherwise overlook? As students discuss the charac- 
teristics and details on one side of the diagram, the boxes on the other side have 
yet to be fdled. Searching for more descriptors, they are prompted to suggest 
additional connotations or examples. Students uncover not just concrete details 
but also multiple characteristics, dimensions, and implications that connect the 
two ideas. 

Words suggested for one characteristic may also describe another. Soff may 
suggest the silence, as well as the texture, of a cat. The graphic organizer 
summarizes a whole collection of characteristics and details about one thing that 
may also have meaning about the other. When students are asked what the 
image of a cat tells the reader about fog, they now realize that an array of 
attributes-and details are conveyed by the metaphw. 

In this case, the graphic organizer not only holds ideas but also stimulates 
users' responses. This technique is particularly valuable for language-limited 
students because the graphic organizer becomes a visual record of descriptors 
from which students can then select words to create new poems or prose. 
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How can we Will there be more 
make a coiledlon? at a certain time 

HOW can of day? Will there be 
we make ore in a 

than me pl-? 

How dO 
t h y  hide? 

they eat7 

eat? 
"mlksro stay up? 

Figure 10.13. Concept Map to Stimulate Thinking: Playground Creatures 
SOURCE: Dunn & Larson, 190. Used with permission. 

One of the most common techniques for using graphics to stimulate think- 
ing is mind mapping. Its use of whole-brain learning and its many applications 
as a memory, study, or planning aid make mind mapping a valuable tool for 
thinking and learning. In Mapping Imer Space, Margoulos (1994) created this 
mind map of the technique (Figure 10.17). It depicts her observation that mind 
mapping stimulates creativity and is fast, fun, and memorable. 

Mind maps feature pictures, color, codes (numbers or arrows), or a central 
image. The print can be varied (upper or lower case, different fonts or styles, 
and color) to show different features. Mind mapping can be used not only to 
show to others the product of thought but also as a device to generate ideas. 

Graphic Grganizers for Assessment 

Portfolio and performance assessment increasingly includes graphic organ- 
izers for teachers' evaluation and students' self-assessment. Graphics allow 
students to self'assess what thev knew, what they have learned, and what 
questions remain ur~answered about concepts in an htructional unit. Using 
graphics to show what they know is particularly important for language-limited 
students whose knowledge and level of understanding may not be expressed 
well in writing. 
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BRAINSTORMING IN ORDER TO 
GENERATE POSSlBlUTlES 

PURPOSE 
What are lhese possibilities for? 

-- 
The use of a p le 01 d!R leR afler a foundaaon hole S dug at a budding sne 

I POSSIBILITIES I 
Spread it a# wa me rest d the slte. UseRaraMforabryde~n.  
S& R b someone who needs l uteile3amudslrde. 
Package R pat6ng sol for plans. WaWJIvatwto rnakemud baw. 
Exaad lha w o r n  and ss4 them. MntWJI compostto make rich tobps. 
Use R in school m study Me in the sod. MkitHimmClCltopUIdilfonaroad. 

Gmw Grass 0n b 

Exbad me r a d o  for a rock garden. 
Bury a treasure in t f o i  a tieasure hunt 
HoIlow t and use ar a dub house 
Use a for a sod rwf. nc in the atmosphere. 
lJ?.e Rfor mud packs for fad*. nd day m make bricks. 
Maketwraria WJI t tunnels for children in the 

Hokwtforadubhwse 
&S Rfw mud path fw fatiain. 
Bury a kasuro for a ireawn hunt 
Emact mdo for a mck Qarden 
Make R inia a fenced  oat h i  

Figure 10.14. Graphic Organizer to Generate Ideas 
SOURCE: Swartz &Parks, 1994. Used with permission. 
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MATRIX FOR GENERATING ORIGINAL POSSIBILITIES 

i>< l =hums wed  n mm mat cement irYC*I n n  snd am a place 
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Figure 10.15. Mahix for Generating Original Possibilities: Sample Student Responses 
SOURCE: Swartz &Parks, 1994. Used with permission. 

lnlerestlng Features Of Posslbll!lles Already Generated 

UYnFwFun 

U v  n h Building 

MU with 
S m i n g  

\ 

Standardized graphic organizers can serve as leaming frames for stu- 
dents to show their leaming. Hyerle (ad.) developed a portfolio of Thinking 
~Maps"" for various instructional and evaluation tasks. Using this tool, stu- 
dents can complete the Thinking MapTM as an artifact for their portfolios for 
self-assessment of their learning or as a prewriting or planning record of 
writing assignments or projects (see Figure 10.18). 

As the example in Figure 10.19 shows, an eighth-grade teacher used Think- 
ing MapsTM to explore students' prior knowledge and then assessed effective- 
ness of instruction when teaching the causes and effects of the Civil War. These 
diagrams help both teachers and students identify students' knowledge and 
thinking before, during, and after instruction, as well as record improved 
performance through time. 

In Patterns of Thinking, Ciark (1990) illustrated the usefulness of concept 
maps in teachers' planning and decision making. One technique involved using 
student-generated pre- and postinstruction ccjncept maps. These diagrams in- 
dicate student preparedness before beginning an instructional unit and the 
leaming that has resulted from instruction. Whether drawn individually or 
compiled as a class, graphics provide important information on students' 
prosress. 
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UNDERSTANDING METAPHORS 

CAT 
HOW AUKE? 

FOG 

ALOOF. IMPERSONAL. 
DISINTERESTED. 
WATCHFUL 

CALM. NOISELESS. 
SOUNDLESS 

STAWNG, 
CREEPING 

SLEEK SOFT, SILKY. 
FLUFFf 

GLISTENING. 
SHINING, FLVlD 

WITH REGARD TO I 
IMPERSONAL, 1 
RELENTLESS l 

WlTH REGARD TO 

WITH REGARD TO C-' 
WITH REGARD TO 

MUFFLED. 
SOUNDLESS, 

BLANKETING, 
WRAPPING. 
SPREADING, 
CREEPING 

THICK. DENSE, 
HEAW, DAMP. 

WITH REGARD TO - 
GRAY. HAZY, 

FOAMING. 
GLISTENING, SOUPY 

CROUCHING, 
LOW-LYING, 
SPRAWLING 

WITH REGARD TO 
LOW-LYING, 

SPRAWLING 

WITH REGARD TO 

INDEPENDENT HIDING, MUFFLING. 
HUSHING. CALMING 

What does me metaphor d me cat say about fog? 
THAT FOG IS INDIFFERENT AND CREEPS IN SILENTLY. 

Figure 10.16. Graphic Organizer for Understanding Metaphors 
SOURCE: Parks & Black, 1990. Used w ~ t h  permission. 
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Figure 10.17. Mind Mapping to Stimulate Thinking 
SOURCE: Margulies, 1994, p. 35. Used with permission. 

The sample pre- and postinstrution concept maps shown in Figures 10.20 
and 10.21 iuustrate dramatic gains in primary students' understanding of 
colonial America. A class concept map summarizes their individual diagrams, 
showing that their previous knowledge of colonial America involved many 
misconceptions and some understanding of what was not true of that period. 
Their teacher now knows what background information is needed, which 
concepts should be emphasized orminimized, and what resources must be used 
to fill in the gaps in students' prior knowledge. 

The postinstruction graphic shows not only the factual information that stu- 
dents have gained but also their understanding of the relationships between facts. 
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OlALOGlCAL 

A-'-*-- THINKING 

THINKING MAPS 

EVALUATIVE 
THlMQNG 

SYSTEMS DYNAMICS 
THINKING 

HIERARCHICAL THINKING 

Figure 10.18. Example of Thinking MapM 
SOURCE: ?hbtkingMp (p. 14),by D. Hyerle, nd, Cary,NC: InnovativeSdences, Inc. Used with permision. 

Show what you know about the causes and effects of the Civil War, using the Multiflow 
map. Add to the map as much as you can. 

Figure 10.19a. !Jsing Thinking MapsTM in Assessment: Eighth-Grade Example 
SOURCE: TkihinkingMaps(p. 14),by D.Hyerle,n.d.,C;rry,NC:hovative~m~,In~.Usedwilhpemission. 
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Students can recognize easily how much they have learned, individually and 
collectively. Students can use information from individual and class concept 
maps to evaluate the extent to which their learning included concepts identified 
by the group. Both teachers and students can then decide whether additional 
review or supplemental instruction is advisable before beginning another unit. 

Using graphic organizers allows teachers and students to depict leaming 
quickly and easily, appealing to the cognitive styles of holistic, visual learners. 
Although graphics are well suited to show gains in leaming factual information, 
the types of inferences that can be drawn from using graphics in assessment 
warrant further investigation. Rubrics for scoring for individual products and 
guidelines for interpreting graphics should be clarified and carefully reviewed 
before making quantitative judgments. As one indicator of individual and class 
growth for broad interpretation of students' leaming, however, using concept 
maps provides helpful information. 

Computer Software and Technology Tools 

Computer technology offers access to an array of information resources, 
promotes interactivity between people, and allows users to manipulate images 
and information on a scale unprecedented in human thought. CD-ROM5 hold 
enormous databases that make information available in word processing form 
that can be reorganized. 

Computer Software 

Teachers are only beginning to understand the richness of using interactive 
software that allows users to engage in inductive thinking in situations that 
cannot be modeled with concrete objects. For example, the software Gertrude's 
Puzzle (Learning Company, 1983) simulates using attribute blocks and Venn 
diagrams to show characteristics. Students are not told the attributes of various 

Now that you have completed this unit, present your viewpoint of the causes and 
efiects of the Civil War. 

\ 
3 

I 
Figure 10.19b. Using Thinking MapsTM in Assessment: Eighth-Grade Example 
SOURCE: TkinkingMap (p. 14). by D. Hyerle, n.d.,Cary, NC: Innovative5ciences. Inc. Used with permission 
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Figure 10.20. Preinstruction Corsept Map 
SOURCE: From J. Clarke's Patterns ofThinking. Copyright 1990 by Xllyn and Bacon. Reprinted by 
permission. 

sets, however, and must inductively infer the characteristics of a set by observ- 
ing whether their placement of the figures remains in the d rde  or falls out, an 
activity that one cannot carry out placing the actualblocks on a flat surface. Thus 
the concept attainment is superimposed to a classification task 

One of the key benefits of using computer software to stimulate ideas is 
demonstrated in MindLink (Mauzy, 1995). This software is designed to guide 
users through the synectics process even if users have not been trained in 
creative thinking. One principle of synectics is that people have an enormous 
bank of background information that can be applied to a specific problem, if 
accessed analogically. 

MindLink prompts the user to generate new ideas in much the same way 
that think tanks work. The software is programmed to prompt metaphoric 
t-g as the user applies both the syne-itiss Frocess and the user's own 
background information to a particular problem (Figure 10.22). As an individ- 
ual interacts with the software, he or she is guided to think about new perspec- 
tives, different speculation, and more ideas than that same individual working 
alone or in a group is likely to uncover. 
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Group 
Poslconcept 
Map 

Figure 10.21. Postinstruction Concept Map 
SOURCE From J. Clarke's Patterns of Thinking. Copyright 1990 by Allyn and Bacon. Reprinted by 
permission. 

At certain points in the process, the software also guides the user on a 
creative "bird walk," an imagery experience seemingly unrelated to the prob- 
lem. This cognitive side trip diverts the user from the content of the specific 
problem and prompts analogical connections that the user would perhaps not 
access by staying focused on the same issue. 

Because using graphic organizers allows users to depict ideas quickly and 
easily, computer software that helps "download" ideas onto diagrams becomes 
an aid to creative thinking and planning. Some graphics software, such as 
Inspiration software (1994), is programmed to reproduce standard design ele- 
ments of graphic organizers (flowchart symbols, arrows, boxes, ovals, icons, clip 
art, etc.) so that users can "doodle" with a computer. Because some spacing and 
size features are standardized, users can "draw out" their thought almost as 
quickly on the computer as they could sketch it on paper, producing a first~draft 
diagram of surprisingly good craftsmanship. Helping students use computer 
drawing to depict their thinking and learning improves students' motivation to 
show what they know and models the "thinking-with-a-computer" skills that 
are becoming increasingly common in the workplace. 
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Figure 10.22. MindLink Software for Problem Solving 
SOURCE: Mauzy (1995). Copright@ 1995MindLinkSofhvareCorporation. Used with permission. 

Video technology can provide the context for students to develop problem- 
solving skills contextualized in real-world problems. The Learning Technology 
Center at Vanderbilt University has developed a series of videodiscs that 
present complex but authentic problems in which students must generate and 
solve many subproblems to resolve the larger issue. One videodisc, The Advm- 
turers of Jasper Woodbu y: Episode One (Learning Technology Center, n.d.), pre- 
sents a situation in which Jasper must decide what to do to get his boat home 
late in the afternoon, realizing that his boat has no lights. ~ a s e d  on a principle 
of embedded data design, the videodisc provides relevant and irrelevant data 
(time of sunset, a river map, weather conditions, etc.) that middle school 
students use to define and solve Jasper's problem. The design features of this 
videodisc (embedded data, a videodisc format with its random access capabil- 
ity, and a context in which students must define problems and use mathematics 
operations and problem-solving skills) provide a rich source of data not corn- 
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monly available in middle school mathematics classes and offer an authentic, 
cooperative problem-solving experience for students. 

New computer technology presents an increasing array of electronic tools 
for classroom use. Fiber optics turn computers into television receivers for 
visual, as well as verbal, information. Virtual reality and computer modeling 
allow users to manipulate objects, texts, or data that would otherwise be 
unaccessible, impractically expensive, or unsafe for student use. 

Implementing a Curriculum That 
Incorporates Tools for Thinking and Learning 

To use thinking and learning tools meaningfully, both teachers and learners 
must be familiar with these techniques and appropriate contexts for using them 
within the curriculum and in personal application. Some staff development and 
classroom time must be set aside to acquaint teachers and students with these 
devices and to build capacity in using them. Surveying available resources for 
graphic organizers, software, databases, and telecommunication networks must 
become one facet of each teacher's personal and professional development and 
each student's learning repertoire. 

Cumculum development in the next decade may feature strategy maps and 
graphic organizers for the more specialized processes described in the new 
reform standards. Science process objectives, such as objectives described in 
Benchmarks, problem-based learning strategies across disciplines, and inquiry 
and evaluation processes emphasized in the new social studies standards can 
be clarified and translated into strategy maps, graphic organizers, and computer 
software that can make implementing the type of instruction recommended by 
those guidelines more effective, more commonly practiced, and more signifi- 
cant for students. 

Assessment procedures will increasingly involve students' use of these 
devices. If cognitive tools are used in instruction, it follows that they should also 
be featured in evaluating students' learning. The design and conditions of 
assessment (location, time interval,materials, and equipment) must be modified 
to incorporate these tools. 

Writing assessment increasingly involves using graphic organizers. Stu- 
dents frequently submit prewriting material so that the teacher can understand 
the process, as well as the product, of students' composition. Although teachers 
must guard against assessing artificial standardization of the tool (such as 
"proper" or "improper" use of a student-generated graphic organizer), teachers 
canmake assessment tasks more flexible, incorporating these tools into portfolio 
and performance assessment. 

Text materials should increasingly incorporate these tools into text formats 
and iupplem&ntil matekial. Ten years ago, few text publisheri used graphic 
organizers extensively; todav, most textbooks feature them liberally. In the 
future, text publishers may reference government databases, videodiscs, and 
CD-ROMs to supplement text material. Teachers, school districts, universities, 
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Understanding ThsAdvenNrer 5ynectlcs 

Learning a 

M INKING AND 

Vaphlcs 
for Dec!s$pn GRAPHIC 

Making 

\Intusion 
Graphic for 
Generating 

Re l l t lonsh lo  

Conceot Mao 
Desagn Technology 

Figure 10.23. Concept Map for This Chapter 

&d publishers may form consortia to make databases or World Wide Web 
access available to all teachers. 

In the increasingly multicultural classrooms of the 21st century, equality of 
opportunity will mean more than removing legal, political, and economic 
barriers to allow all students access to challenging instruction. It will also 
involve removing the programmatic and instructional barriers that limit some 
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learners because of differences in learning style, language development, and 
background. Thinking and learning tools are currently used to "level the play- 
ing field" in schools that are detracking instruction. 

All students, particularly learners who are at risk should know how to use 
cognitive and electronic tools. The difference in opportunity between students who 
have such tools and know how to use them and those who do not may widen the 
performance gap between privileged and less privileged schools and learners. Poor 
academic performance should not be a detriment to accessing these tools nor a 
predictor of students' capacity to use them. These devices help teachers provide 
information for students whose academic knowledge is limited. Using these cog- 
nitive tools stimulates and clarifies thinking and learning skills and accelerates the 
pace of learning for students who most need those benefits. A concept map for this 
chapter is shown in Figure 10.23. 

Thinking and learning tools are becoming increasingly common in teachers' 
instructional methods and repertoires, in texts and supplemental materials, and 
in students' own learning habits. Continuing to develop such devices, using 
them in significant ways, recognizing both limitations and the potential of these 
tools, including them in assessment, and making them available to all leamers 
are the tasks that cumculum spedakts and classroom teachers will undertake 
when schools of the future consider process as content. 
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TIIE COMPONENTS OF METACOGN~ION 
(SCI-IMITT AND NEWBY, 1986) 
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D E C L A R A T I V E  TASK . 

KNOWLEDGE 
' CHARACTERISTICS 

PROCEDURAL TASK-RELEVANT 
STRATEGlES 

COND ITlONAL 
KNOWLEDGE 

Egure 2. The requisite types of knowledge 
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METACOGWB'FHON ILWEERS TO: 

A) TIIE I N D I V I D U A L S  
rnlk1TY TO ASSESS TIrn 
NATURE AND LEVEL OF 
DIFFICULTY OF TI-IE 
LEA'BU\TPI\TG TASK; 

B) . TlIE RELATIVE ' MENTS 
OF VARIOUS STRATEGIES 
OF H A m L m G  SUCH A 
TASK; 

C) P R E P A R E D N E S S  T O  
UNDEKI'AKE TPXE TASK 
USiWTG A PARTICULAR 

I _ APPROACH1 a AND TI-E 
ILmHOBD OF SUCCESS; 

D) A N D T 1-1 E 
IDENTIFICATION OF 
CRITERIA FOR DECIDING 
,ON I SUCCESS OR 
OTI-ERWISE OF O N ' S  
EFPORTS, KEEPING IN 
M W  TI-D3 . GOALS OF Tl-E 
TFASIC. 



ROLE 017 TEACHER IN 
METACOGNPTIVE 
DEVELOPMENT 

THE TEACHER CAN HELP TO 
IMPROVE STRATEGIC 
BEHAVIOUR IN LEARNING, 
THINKING AND'PROBLEM \ 

SOLVING SITUATIONS BY: 

1. RAISING STUDENTS 
AWARENESS OF THEIR 
OWN ACTIVE ROLE IN THE 
LEARNING-THINIaNG 
PROCESS; 

2. ENCOUIPrBGKNG CHILDREN 
TO PHACTISBti: V I E  USE OF 
COGNITIVE STRATEGIES 
IN A VARIETY OF NOVEL 
SITUATIONS; 

3 .  STRUCTURING '1'11E 
TEACHING-EEAliN IN6 
ENVIRONMENT 
(INCLUDING 
I'RESENTA'TION OF 
INFOKMATIQN AND 
ILNSTIIUCTIONAL 
MATERIALS) IN A WAY 
THAT CONSTANrQ'LY 
CHALLENGES STUDENTS 
TO MAKE DECdSIICbNS 
RELATING TO THE 
GENERATION 8 P  N&W 
STRATEGIES Q13 THE 
AB'PLICATION OF 
ICXISTING STIZATEGHES. 



- Stating a Goal 
- Selecting operations to perform 
7 Sequencing operations 
- Identifying potential obstac~es/errors 
- Predicting results desired - andlor anticipated 

- Keeping the goat in mind 
- Keeping ace's place in sequence 
- Knowing when a subgoal has been achieved 
- Deciding when to go on to the next operation 
- Selecting ncxt appropriate operation 
- Spotting er rors  or obstacles 
- Knowing how to recover f rom errors, 

overcome obstacies 

- Assessing goal achievement . 

- Judging accuracy and adequacy o f  the results 
- Evaluating appropriateness o f  procedures used 
- Assessing handling o f  obstacles/errors 
- Judging efficiency o f  the plan and its execution 



PHASE I GOALS : f l ~ m w k  

a )  Raise Student's Awareness that 
strategies exist. 

b) Hlustrate that the systematic use o f  
strategies improves learning. 

- 

C) Increase o f  active involvement and 
interaction in the learning process. 

PHASE II GOALS : S%admkj wflUTl : 

a) maintain strategy use (developed in Phase I )  

b) be able to evaluate present strategy used 

C) modify/extend strategies taught to 
different settings, situations 

d)  be actively involved in the learning process 

PHASE 111 GOALS : S?h&mb dull :: 

a) monitor, evaluate and generate effective and 
efficient strategies to improve learning 

b l  be actively involved in  the learning process 
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Use of cancapt-oappinp / ramantic-mapping 

Encouraga altrrnat ive so lut.ions -to problea 

us. of summary to close l.ssons. 

~dentii icat ion df patterns /relationships uhmrevu 
appraprial.  - 

Checking of ansuers~selutions. - -. 
Encourage questions from pupils. 

Osr of probing questions in +he monitoring o f  
undarstandlinq. 

Usr o f  prediction questions to stimlata thinking. 

l 
I : . I 

Getting pupils ta define problems in their am way. i 

Think aloud in planning s t e p s  to ptebla-sulving. i 

! 

use "what ifm questions to promate * , 
applicat ion/analysFs/synthesis . 
U s e  'of ~ositive feedback to motivate pupils in thr pw 
of metaleaninq skills. 

Use of advance organizers, ov~rrfrvs. 

Relate  logic to outside experiences. 

Relate previous knawledqe to new infornation. 

Use *If you were ....$ type o f  questions.  - 
Rypathesis formulation, 

fdentif ication of clues and solutions to problems. 



TEACHING METACOGNITIVE STRATEGIES 

Carver(l981) devised a remedial programme for teaching 
metacognitive strategies in conjunction with the mathematics 
curriculum. 

SAMPLE: 12 10-year-old children with behavioral manifestations of 
helplessness and low achievement in mathematics. 

DESIGN: Children werte divided into TWO matched groups, TREATMENT 
and CONTROL. 

Each group worked with the investigator for TWO 30-minute 
sessions per week for 6 weeks. Most of each session was concerned 
with assignes book work from the normal mathematics programme 
conducted by the classroom teacher.The investigator's role was to 
give individual help with the concepts that had been introduced by 
the classroom teacher. 

For the Treatment Group, this consisted of helping children to 
use metacognitive strategies such as checking to overcome their 
difficulties. Charts were used in the strategy training to elicit 
checking and monitoring strategies. For example: 

Stuck? 
Before you yell "HELP!" 
STOP. What can you do first? 
1) Read the Question again. 
2) Study the top of the page for ar, example 
3) Look in the index. 
4) Think back to what the teacher said. 

For the Control Group, assistanc~ consisted of the type of 
content-based help typically provided by teachers. This included 
pointing out mistakes and explaining the error with individual 
children,as well as some oral blackbosrd teaching sessions on the 
concepts with the group. Comparable group contact with the Treatment 
Group focussed on the use of the strategy charts. . 

Following completion of the programme, interviews based on the 
SECOND Mathematics Test were conducted to assess attribution for 
£allure and metacognitive knowledge and to provide a correction task 
on which strategy use could be 0bserved.Strateg-y use was also 
observed on a new mathematical task three weeks after the completion 
of training. In addition to recording the type of strategy used, 
strategy use was assessed at 3 levels: unprompted( Child shows 
independent use of strategies.); General prompt ( Child is asked to 
correct an example); specific prompt ( Child is reminded to use a 
specific method or strategy). 

Carver found that children who had received strategy training 
showed a more strategic approach on both the correction task and the 
new mathematics task and and show greater ability to respond to 
prompts on the new task, when compared with the controls.Al1 the 
Treatment Children were able to verbalize specifLc strdtegiss for 
coping with difficulties in nathematics, whereas the Control Geoup 
children asked that they could ask for help, 



PO-G POSITIVE ATITIWDES AND PERCEPTIONS ABOUT ~~ S V GCLIMATE 

Helping. Siudents to Feel Accepted. 

1 Try to est.blish r relationship with each student. 

Talk infondly with students about their i n t ~ b e f o r e ,  during' urd &a class. 
Greet students in school and outside of school. 
Call studentJ by their first nunes u they come into the class. 
Single out r few students each day and talk to h. .. 
Be r w w  of and comment on important events in students' lives. 

Monitor our own attitudes. 
Before c b  uch day, mentally review your students, noting those with whom you anticipate 
problem. 
Try to imagine these problem students succeeding or engaging in positive classroom 
bebvioun. In other words, r e p k  negative expectations with positive ones. 

3 Engage in equal ud positive clusroom behaviours. 
t 

m Give eye confact to each student in the room. You can do this by sunning the entire room as 
you speak. Freely move about all sections of the room. 

m Attribute the ownership of ideas to the students who initiated than. 
m to ward md be closed 



Inviting students to learn 

Respond positively to students' incorrect responses. 
Dignify responses. Give credit to the aspects of an incorrect response that are correct. Idmtifl 
the question that the incorrect response wtudy answered. 
Restate the question Ask the question r rccond tinic urd allow time for thinking before you 
cqcct r response. 
Give hints. 
Ask studenta to restate the answer. 
Rephrase qu,estions. Bruk r compia question into r number of d a  questions. 

Provide students with opportunities fbr coopentive laming. 
Faditator. 
Recordcr. . 
Reporter. 
ProcusObsaver. 



CLASSROOM ENVIROVMENT FOR THE T~CHING OF 
THINKING 

Authoritarian envirnoments, whether 
associated with teacher, peer group, 
parent or sibling, may tend to inhibit 
thinking rather than promote it. 

1) In classrooms that support and reinforce 
thinking, students feel free to, and 
regularly do, take initiative to 
risk,challenge, question, guess,invent,and 
test. These classrooms are typified by 
considerable student-to-student and student- 
to-subject matter interactions. BY providing 
continuing opportunity and encouragement for 
students to engage in thinking, teechers 
.ereate more receptivity to, and motivation 
for, learning specific thinking skills and 
strategies. 

2 )  Inf omation processing, rather than only 
information telling or receiving, t-ifies 
classroomsthat honour student thinking. In 
these classrooms, students compare, analyse. 
and judge the quality of arguments, the 
accuracy of hypotheses, the adequacy and 
accuracy of evidence, and the quality of the 
reasoning given in support of claims or 
conclusions. They invent or discover 
relationships among data; they infer;and 
they test inferences. They dissect, reflect 
on a d  add to what they read,hear,see, or 
feel to give iZ its new meaning. 

3)In these classrooms, students do not 
interrupt one another; instead, they do 
consider the ideas, contri~utions, and 
arments of their peers.Thz:r focus on the 
substmce of the notions gut forvrard as well 
as the quality of reasoning and evidence 
offered in support rather than on the 
personal characterisrics of those wto 
offer these notions or arguments. Students 
deliberately seek more infornation, othnr 
points of view, and a variety of 
alternatives. A willinpess to suspend 
judgement an6 a desire to be as accurate as 
possible typify their study and adicusions. 

4) ~eachers create such classroom climate by 
providing thought-provoking learning tasks 
and time for stcdents to engage in these 
tasks. They exhibit a willinrmess to deal 
with questions to which neither they nor 
texts nor authorities have ready answers. 
They remain open to and honour the producrs 
of student thinking. Rather than always 
asking questio~s or telling these tezchers 
to help youngsters be articulate an2 
critically analyse thelr own ideas, hunches 
and hypctheses.they frequently resgon2 to 
stulent statements with silence, with 
requests for elaboration or supportive 
evidence and reasoning, with 
questions desi~ned to extend studer-t guesses 
and thoughts, and with alter~atives that 
invite further exploration. They build 
tasks on previous tasks. They model and 
share with students how to execute 
appropriate thinking skills and strategies, 
and they focus student attention on how 



THINKING ENVIRNOMENT 

hypotheses are tested and how conclusions 
are reached. Most importantly, both teachers 
and students submit texts and other sources, 
as well as their own views to careful 
examination. Teachers assist students in 
generating and then answering their own 
questions rather than always dealing with 
text o r  teacher-given questions. 

5 )  Educators who maintain suitable classroom 
environments for thinking assume that all 
students are capable of thinking and of 
thinkin& better than they are wont to do on 
their own. They assume further that learning 
how to think better is worth doing in all 
classes for all students. 



QtlESTlONiNG TECHNIQUES FOR TEACHERS 

I. Questioning to Enhance Conk& Learning 

1. Systematic bse of Recall 
Use of questions at key points in dassroom prewntations to 
prompt content r e d .  Typicd question types: 

Questions of Identification 

2. systen'atic Cse oi HigiierQder Questions 
Use of questions at key pints  in classroom presentations to prompt 
thinking about the content that falls into the top three leve!s of Bloom's 
Taxonomy. ~ ~ i c a l  question tvpes: 

Questions oi. ~!ariiication (Andysis) 
Questions of Eiaboration and Exte-%ion (Synthesis) 
Questions of Challenge (Evalua~on) 

11. Questioning to E h c e  lknking Ski& and Content Learning 

1. Use of Elaborated Tfiinking-Sld-Focu_ud Qcez5ons 
Teachers use specific w e n c s  of quesrions to lead zt-dents though, 
the practice of a s ~ ~ i c  t y p  of skiliful thiinking &out t;~e content hey  x e  
learning. Teacher m a k s  questions e.+idt, ex~licitiv links them with the 
skiilful use of the thnAbg being taught, aiid nror;-,?& s?>lerA- L:, 10 re*?! 
and reilec: on the use of these questions. Typicd question prompts: 

Question Maps 
Graphic Organizers 

2. Use of Simplified T h i n k i g - S k i i l - F o c ~  Q u ~ 5 o n s  
Teachers ?rompt ikther use of s ~ c i c  t y p ~  of skii1.U h t ~ h n g  bv askkg 
simplified versions of quesiion sequences that focus on importat thinking 
points in doing the thnking skillfullv. T p i c d  auestion prompts: 

Skill-Focused Question Strings 
Single-Question Prompts. . . 

O iF6 ?r Snrcnai G.?:- <zr :enL::'.mg 7-d&7y 



INFUSING THINKING INTO INSTRUCTION-ELEMENTARY PARTS-WHOLE RELATIONSHIPS 

THE KESTREL 
l 

Grades 5-8 ) 

l LESSON 1 I 
l 

I INTRODUCTION TO CONTENT AND THINKING SXILWROCESS 

'Ne often notice some of the ?arts that make up a w h d e  thing, for example, the engine and the 
body of a car. But sometimes it is important to h o w  more about the relationship between 
parts and the whole. For example, when something doesn't work properly, it is usually 
because one of its parts doesn't do what it was designed to do. If you know what the parts are 
supposed to do, it's easier to fix it. For example, if the door of the classroom doesn't close 
properly, what part might need fixing? POSSIBLE .L%SiE;ERS: The doer knob, :11e lntch, : / !p  / ~ t ; z ~ s  
or !he doorfnrme. The reason you can figure that out is because you know that these are parts 
of the door and that fhej. make the door open, close, and stay shut. 

It is usually easy to pick out the major parts that make up familiar things. Determining the 
relationships behveen the parts and the whole may be more challenging. This often rnelns 
figuring out how the component oarts relate to one another to define whole object or to enabie 
it to do what it was designed to do. When we describe the relationship between a part and the 
whole, we usually do so in terms of the filncfion of the part. For example, in addition to the -. 

\ ' : : : c ?  engine and body, let's list some other parts of an automobile. POSSIBLE .l\;"li-FS. 
:rnizsmission, the wheels, theframe, n radio. paint, n henkr, a rieering rchec!, the ii?.cir~iments, :he .c;.;:_;. 
the cnrpeiing on the,f7oor, and the windoxs. What are 
the functions of some of these parts? POSSIBLE . . . :.:..::..... : : :  ......... : : . . . . . . .  . . : : .  i 

.................... :::.:::::;:/:::::>:;:::/:::;:;:;:;:;:/:~:j:;!;:::;:;:;:~:~:::;:::~:;:;:.:::::::::::::,:~:, I The thinking map (at right) can guide you in 1': :.::.:.:.:. . . . . . 

ANSWERS: The mginefuirctions to provide powerjor 
the car to move. The transmission delivers power to the 
wheels so that they can turn and propel the car. The 
body ellcloses the driver and pnssengers. nze  paittt 
protects the metnl and improves the nppenrnncc ofthe 
car. The radio and heater increase the condert o,f the 
passengers. 

:I 
DETERMINING PARTS-WHOLE 

RELATIONSHIPS 
i '  
;: 

i. 
1. Wna: sxaller ;hirgs make u p  !Lie whole? B .  
2, F,,r pan, WO(,M happen me 1; ;: 

whole if it were missing? 
F: 

3. What is the function of each part? :i 
I: 

~ 
l 

1 ~ 
1 



identifying the parts of a whole and their relationships to the whole, Show a copy of the char:. 
(See p. 174 for a reproducible thinking map.) 1 

THINKING ACTIVELY II 
Let's try out these ideas in connection with something we've been studying in science: the 
predator-prey relationship. Predators depend on their prey for survival, but they also depend 
on their ability to capture their prey. Let's use our thinking strategy for determining parts- 
whole relationships to try to understand how one well-known predator, the American kestrel, 
has maintained a large populatbn in both North and South America. Here is a passage about 
the kestrel from a guide to birds of America: 

American Kzstrel. The American kestrel is one 
of the most common birds of prey in both North 
and South - , e r i c a .  Its population has flour- 
ished. It is characterized by long, narrow, 
pointed wings and reddbh brown and slate- 
Tay markings. It is known for its habit of b 

hovering in one place whde hunting its prey, 
generally consisting of snakes, lizards, large 
insects, &d small rodents. This evolved hunt- 
ing skd  involves the abfitv to detect any small 
movement on the ground; the abdity to hover 
whle sc&g h e   round for prey, and the 
speed and stren,oth to plunge onto the prey 
from heignts of 50 feet or more. All  these skills 
depend on the kestrel's good sense of depth 
perception. 

Lf possible, show a videotape of the kestrel in flight 

( staking and c a r d i g  its prer. [Ifus;ration by Kate Simon Huntley 

Use the graphic organizer for determining parts-whole 
relationships to compile a list of parts ~f the American 
kestrel. Break some of these parts into their components 
and add these to  vour Iist. Work with a partner on this 
activity. ,Liter ;; i e ~ u  minutes, solicit responses from the 
class. Ask each team to menuon only one part so that as 
mmv teams as possible can report. POSSIBLE -4,YSWERS: Ifs 
beak, ifs head, l'lrc tip of its bennk, iis eye, &!fe~fheT, a wing, ifsfeet, 
a claw, its m a r k i ~ ~ s ,  its tail, its i m r t ,  its brenst muscles, ifs neck, 
a pupil, the qzrill ?urn a ferzther, a claw nnil. 

Imagine what it would be like if the Kestrel were injured. 1 1 4 I I 
f ick a part and discuss with your partner how you think 
the bird would be affected if that part were injured. Write 
your ideas in the appropriate box on the graphic orga- 
nizer. After a few minutes, ask for responses from the 
teams. POSSIBLE .4NSWEN: I f  one qf its eyes were injured, it [l ,,!l .... . 

would lose d q t h  perception and zuould probably not be able f3 
. 

judge very well hoiofnrii must dioe to reach its prey. This might aflect its abiliiy to get food, ann'it might 
starve. (Some sfzidents may know tlzat, as a bird of pry ,  the kestrel has stereoscopic vision, wlricn enables 
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Now work with your partner to complete a statement about the function of the part in 
relationship to the whble bird. After a few minutes, ask for a few responses. Write them on a 
large version of the graphic organizer for deterinining parts-whole relationships. POSSIBLE 
ANSWERS: The two eyesfunction together to give the kestrel a good sense of Je;lth perception, allowing 
the bird to locate its prey accurately. The wingsfunction to enable the hstrel  tofiy aizd to hover undetected 
above its prey. The clawsJunction to m b l e  the kestrel to grasp its prey. 

~NFUS~NG THINKING INTO INSTRUCTION-ELEMENTARY PARTS-WHOLE RELATIONSHIPS 

Using the information in  the passage from the guide, describe how the different parts of the 
kestrel would function together in stalking and catching prey. As a pre-writing activity, fill 
in a new graphic organizer for determining parts-whole relationships with the responses of 

CCiELE your fellow students in today's class work. Includeit with yourwriting assignment. POw- 
xXSwERS: The eyes sight the prey as the bird moves its head to scan the area and m o x s  its x i n g  rapidly 
(using its m~isclesj to hover. After the bird detects its prey and dims to capture it, ciiaizg;'i:g d:z motion 
a f i t s  wings to do so, it uses its claws to grasp the prey and its talons to kiil it. T.hr hird moi-es its head so 
thnt it can use its benk to peck 0,Ffmorsels and its j a m  and tongue to s;tialIow them. 

1 

I THINKING ABOUT THINKING I 

it to see objects izs three-dimensional and to judge the distance of the prey.) ?the Kestrel were inissing LZ 
talon, it  may manage to catch its prey, since it hasfour talons on each foot, but it mould be dificult. Ifthe 
tip of the beak mere injured, it would be hard for the bird to kill and eat its prej. ?the Kestrel lost a feather, 
it could probably s t i l l j y  unless the lostfeather was a tail feather; i n  this case, the bird might not beablr 
to dive accurately. A broken iuing would be a disaster, since the Krstrel depends on rapid ming,flapping 
to hover over its prey. 

How did you decide what paits to write in the "parts" boxes? POSSIELE .A-XS~VE~: If;rs: look?d 
at the large parts. like the head, and tried to,End other things that xere nkout the szme sir?. I looked at ihe 
smallest parts 1 couldsee, iike the nails on thebird's claws, and recorded them; thol !moved to b igmparts ,  

l some o,fmirich zrere composed 01 thesesmallerparts ~ o r e m m p i e ,  the ciazcs are ~ n r t ! u  made up ofthe imiisl. 
1s:arted ?vith a big ?art, like one o f  the bird's mings, thenfocused mu nitzntion on the parts o f  :his pm:, 
like the feathers and markin,os; then I did the same for other large parts. X varianon on this activic- can 
occur whenstudenb are worbginpairs,iis&gtheparts ofthe kestrei.Ask onestudent to think 
out loud about the parts when listing them; have the other record her\ the lhirit student is 
generating his or her list of parts. Then, the second student in each pai- cm report his or her 
obsrn-ations. 

Can you think of any other techniques for coming up with a list of the parts of the kestrel? 
POSSIBLE =\NS\\TEIIS: I cotildJind a real kestrel and lookat it. I couiri dissect a keszrei. I coriid inken snmpir 
of its parts andfurther divide the sample; 1 could rrse a microscope. 

Work with your partner and describe how you thought about what would happen to the 
kestrel if one of its parts were injured. POSSIBLZ AVS\\TERS: I imagined :h? frstrei t y i n g ,  :oitlloiit 
the part, to do what the bird,ouide says it does. I then compared mirat I imagined to xhnt I think happens 
ivhen the kestrel has the part. That made me realize whnt thefunction ofthe part is. 

Sometimes we can't tell whatwould happen without aspecificpartif the object is unfamiliar. I If you don't what would happen, Ro'iv could you find out? POSSiBLI iYSLtTRS: I co~iid 
okserze the object operating without the part and compare it to the object operating x i th  the par:. I corrici 
obserue the operation of siniilar object that doesn't have tlrr part. 1 could,find someone mho kiioxs about 
kestrels and ask what would happen the bird didn't haoe the part, or $the par: =ere injured. 

1 What would you tellotherpeople to thinkabout to i d  t h e  of awhoe object and their I 



relationships to the whole? Students should suggest questions like the ones that appear on the 
t h i n h g  map for determining parts-whole relationships. For a variation on this activity, ask 
students to draw a flow chart that can be used by others to guide their thinking about parts and 
wholes. 

APPLYING THlNKlNG 

Immediate Transfer 

Stories are another example of wholes that have parts. For a story that you are readin, 4 use 
your plan for determining parts-whole relationships to figure out how the different story 
parts function with regard to the whole. 

Select amachine thatyou are f d i a r w i t h  (like a washing machine) and axlalyze its parts and 
their functions. 

Reinforcement Later 

Later on in fie school year introduce these additional transfer activities by saying the following: 

In social studies you are studying complex societies. Pick a particular example of a society (for 
example, ancient Rome) to demonstrate your skill at determining parts-whole relationships. 
Explain the functions and roles of the different components that sustained the society over 
a period of time. lf students have a problemidentdymg components of a society such as Ancient 
Rome, tell them that the senate or the army are examples of such components. 

Imagine that yox are stranded on a desert island and want to make a device for signalins to 
passing airplanes. The only materials you have are a few long branches, a few pieces of 
clothing, some rocks, some matches, and a mirror. How could you put all or some of these 
materials together to construct a signaling device? Explain how each part would function. 
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INFUSING THINKING INTO INSTRUCTION-ELEMENTARY PARTS-WHOLE RELATIONSHIPS 

- Sample Student Responses The Kestrel The Function of A Part 

The Kestrel 

While hovering above prey that it has sighted, the bird would not be able to determine its 
dis:ance from the prey. The Kesrrel would then be unable to gauge how far to dive to 
catch its prey. It may miss or injure itseif in the dive. Because it reiies on prey for food. 
the bird may become sickly or starve. 

The eyes work together to provide the kestrel with good vision and keen depth 
perception. For this reason, the kestrel can gauge the distance to prey, determine now 

. . far to dive to catch the prey, and ~ u i d e  itself to the prey. If :he bird is to sutvive, both 
eyes must function'properly. 
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INFUSING THINKING INTO INSTRUCTION-ELEMENTARY PARTS-WHOLE REIATIONSHIPS 

Sample S t u d e n t  R e s p o n s e s  The Kestrel Interrelationship B e t w e e n  P a r t s  a n d  W h o l e  

PARTS OF THE OBJECT 

WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO THE OBJECT IF THE PARTS WERE MISSING? 

perception 
would 

the Kestrel not turn 
the bird ing its prey. caoture  rev. could not properly. 

WHAT IS THE FUNCTION OF THE PARTS? 

recognizable prey. When it spot; prey, the Ke??rel uses Its stereoscopic vision, which depends on the co- 
ordination of both eyes to gauge the location and distance of the prey. The Kestrel then changes the motion of its 
wings, dives, and uses its tail to guide it to the prey. When the Kestrel reaches the prey, it grasps it in its claws. 
using its talons to immobilize and even kill the prey. The Kestrel then uses its wings to fly to a spot where it puts 
the prey down and pecks off morsels, which it puts into its mouth with its beak and tongue. If the prey is alive, the 

w s t r e l  ktlls t wtth the sham t ~ p  of its beak // 
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. 
QUESTIONING TECHNIQUES FOR TEACHERS 

I. Questioning to Enhance tontat Learning 

1. Systematic u s e  of Recall Quk~t i~ rn  
Use of questions at key points in classroom presentations to 
prompt content recall. Typical qufstion types: 

Questions of Identification 

2 ~ ~ s t e m i t i c  Use of Higher-Order Questions 
Use of questions at key points in classroom presentations to prompt . . 

thinking about the content that falls into the top three levels . ~ of Bloom's 
Taxonomy. question types: . ~~. 

Questions of Clarification(~nalysis)., . . . . . . . . . .  . 

:Questions& Elabiii&ion and Extension (synthesis) 
Questions of Chdenge (Evaluation) 

11. Questioning to Enhance Thinkhg Skills and Content Learning 

1. Use of Elaborated Thinking-Skill-Focused Questions 
Teachers use speafic sequences of questions to lead st~dents through 
the practice of a speafic type of sWlful thinking about the content they are 
learning. Teacher makes questions explicit, explicitly links them with the 
skillful use of the thinking being taught, wd prompis students ro  repeat 
and reflect on the use of these questions. Typical question prompts: 

Question Maps 
Graphic Organizers 

2. Use of Simplified Thinking-Skill-Focused Questions 
Teachers prompt further use of speclfic types of skillful thinking by asking 
simplified versions of question sequences that focus on important thinking 
points in doing the thinking skillfully. Typical question prompts: 

Skill-Focused Question Strings 
. Single-Question Prompts 
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THE KESTREL 

Science Grades 5-8 1 

LESSON l 
INTRODUCTION TO CONTENT AND THINKING SKILUPROCESS l 

We often notice some of the parts that make up a whole thing, for example, the engine and the 
body of a car. But sometimes it is important to know more about the relationship between 
parts and the whole. For example, when something doesn't work properly, it is usually 
because one of its parts doesn't do what it was designed to do. If you know what the parts are 
supposed to do, it's easier to fix it. For example, if the door of the classroom doesn't close 
properly, what part might need ~ ~ X ~ ~ ? P O S S I B L E  ANSWERS: The door knob, the latch, the hinges, 
or the doorframe. The reason you can figure that out is because you know that these are parts 
of the door and that they make the door open, close, and stay shut. 

It is usually easy to pick out the major parts that make up familiar things. Determining the 
relationships between the parts and the whole may be more challenging. This often means 
figuring out how thecomponent parts relate to one another to define whole object or to enable 
it to do what it was designed to do. When we describe the relationship between a part and the 
whole, we usually do so in terms of thefunction of the part. For example, in addition to the 
engine and body, let's list some other parts of an automobile. POSSIBLE ANSWERS: The 
transmission, the wheels, theframe, a radio, paint, a heater, a steering w;teel, the instruments, the seats, 
the carpeting on theJoor,and the windows. What are 
the functions of some of these parts? POSSIBLE 7 .....- ............................... ... 

ANSWERS: The enginefunctions toprovide powerfor 
DETERMINING PARTS-WHOLE thecar to move. The transmissiondelivers power to the RELATIONSHIPS 

wheels so that they can turn and propel the car. The 
body encloses the driver and passengers. The paint 1. What smaller things make up the whole? 
protects the metal and improves the appearance of the 2, For each part, what happen to the 
car. The radio and heater increase the comfort of the whole if it were missing? 
passengers. 

3. What is the functioti of each part? 
. . 

The thinklng map (at right) can guide you in 
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it to see objects as three-dimensional and to judge the distance of the prey.) I f the Kestrel were missing a 
talon, it may manage to catch its prey, since it has four talons on each foot, but it  would be dificult. I f fhe  
tip of the beak were injured, it would be hard for the bird to kill and eat its prey. Ifthe Kestrel lost a feather, 
it could probably stillfly unless the lost feather was a tailfeather; in this case, the bird might not be able 
to dive accurately. A broken wing would be a disaster, since the Kestrel depends on rapid wingJopping 
to hover over its prey. 

Now work with your partner to complete a statement about the function of the part in 
relationship to the whble bird. After a few minutes, ask for a few responses. Write them on a 
large version of the graphic organizer for determining parts-whole relationships. POSSIBLE 
ANSWERS: The two eyesfunction together to give the kestrel a good sense of depth perception, allowing 
the bird to locate its prey accurately. The wingsfunction to enable the kestrel tofly and to hover undetected 
above its prey. The clawsfunction to enable the kestrel to grasp its prey. 

Using the information in the passage from the guide, describe how the different parts of the 
kestrel would function together in stalking and catching prey. As a pre-writing activity, fill 
in a new graphic organizer for determining parts-whole relationships with the responses of 
your fellow students in today's class work. Include itwith yourwriting assignment. POSSIBLE 
ANSWERS: The eyes sight the prey as the bird moves its head lo scan the area and moves its wings rapidly 
(using its muscles) to hover. After the bird detects its prey and dives to capture it, changing the motion 
of its zuings to do so, it  uses its claws to grasp the prey and its talons to kill it. The bird moves its head so 
that it can use its beak to peck offmorsels and its jaws and tongue to swallow them. 

How did you decide what parts to write in the "parts" boxes? POSSIBLE ANSWERS: I,first looked 
at the large parts, like the head, and tried tojind other things that were about the same size. I looked at the 
smallest parts I could see, like the nails on the bird's claws, and recorded them; then I moved to biggerparts, 
some of which were composed of these smaller parts (for example, the claws are partly made up of the nails). 
I started with a big part, like one of the bird's wings, then focused my attention on the parts i f  this part, 
like the feathers and markings; then I did the same for other large parts. A variation on this activity can 
occur when studentsare working inpairs, listing the parts of the kestrel. Ask one student to think 
out loud about the parts when listing them; have the other record how the first student is 
generating his or her list of parts. Then, the second student in each pair can report his or her 
observations. 

I THINKING ABOUT THINKING 

Can you think of any other techniques for coming up with a list of the parts of the kestrel? 
POSSIBLE ANSWERS: lcouldjinda real kestrel and lookat it. I could dissect a kestrel. I couid takea sample 
of its parts andfurther divide the sample; I could use a microscope. 

l 

Work with your partner and describe how you thought about what would happen to the 
kestrel if one of its parts were injured. POSSIBLE ANSWERS: I imagined the kestrel trying, without 
the part, to do what the birdguide says it does. I then compared what I imagzned to what I think happens 
rohen the kestrel has the part. That made me realize what thefunction of the part is. 

I What would you tellotherpeople to thinkabout to identify the part of a whole object and their I 

- 

I I 
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Sometimes we can't tell what would happen without aspecific part if the object is unfamiliar. 
- If you don't know what would happen, how could-you find out? POSSIBLE hiSWERS: I could 

obsroe the object operating without the part and compare it to the object operating with the part. I could 
observe the operation of similar object !hat doesn't have the part. I couldjind someone who knows about 
kestrels and ask what would happen i f the  bird didn't have the part, or i f the  part were injured. 



P P 

relationships to the whole? Students should suggest questions like the P -  ones that 7 appear on the 
thinking map for determining parts-whole relationships. For a variation on this activity, ask 
students to draw a flow chart that can be used by others to guide their thinking about parts and 
wholes. r 

I APPLYING THINKING I 
I Immediate Transfer l 

Stories are another example of wholes that have parts. For a story that you are readin,, 0 use 
your plan for determining parts-whole relationships to figure out how the different story 
parts function with regard to the whole. 

Select amachine that you are familiarwith (likea washing machine) and analyze its parts and 
their functions. 

Reinforcement Later 
Later onin the school year introduce these additional transfer activities by saying the following: 

In social studies you are studying complex societies. Pick a particular example of a society (for 
example, ancient Rome) to demonstrate your skill at determining parts-whole relationships. 
Explain the functions an2 roles of the different components that sustained the society over 
a period of time. Estudmtshave a problemiden'dymg components of a society such as Ancient 
Rome, tell them that the senate or the army are examples of such components. 

Imagine that you are stranded on a desert island and wan: to make a device for signaling to 
passing airplanes. The only materials you have are a few long branches, a few pieces of 
clothing, some rocks, some matches, and a mirror. How could you put all or some of these 
materials together to construct a signaling device? Explain how each part would function. 

- P - 
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Sample Student Responses The Kestrel The Function of A Part 

THE WHOLE OBJECT 

The Kestrel 

PARTS OF W E  OBJECT 

...A, :..... .. 
;,S::<<$ ; While hovering above prey that it has sighted, the bird would not be able to determine its ;$g$$;;. .<.. .... :. . \... .... > ...... .<..,.>..< '"*i:.::... ..... ........ .+. distance from the prey. The Kestrel would then be unable to gauge how far to dive to _ t'.:..h:..:..l .v..; 
A. >A;: :.L,. .: ??- 
X.Ti(...: .......... :>.W. .:.. ..... 

,:?<.:.:..L ...... ;:. .>-.. ......... .. .,.> ...._ .' :.. catch its prey. It may miss or injure itself in the dive. Because it relies on prey for food, .-v.:.. 5:. ,,. ,.,<:....",: ..... 
h*~.:.,.;.. ..*,:v .'I ..... '".,.,.>'h': 

C:,:<<... the bird may become sickly or starve. . .r% .-.. '....l..<.. 

A:..... ....,,. :..>::,:; 
..A . ........... 
, ....*; :.i..,.,r' .' . .,..: 
,;xi , ............ 

?... , ..... 
c:<::>.. 
.,.y:< ::< : 

WHAT IS THE F UNCTION OF THE PART? 
. .Y.:.l<. R:.:...' .. . 
.:..?.,.::r .- .... ,., < ., ..' ... . ..... . %'* ....... .... .... .... , ,. ,. The eyes work together to provie the kestrel with good vision and keen depth ,. .,... .... 
,_, ...,:< 
.in.... ... ...__,I . ...... ............ >.... .r  >.: ....... .:> .... >,., \ ... >, 
.v.. 'h . ,..- ;, ... 
.a.. X.., *,.- .:.: .... ...., <.%. ..+, . .; parception. For this reason, the kestrel can gauge the distance to prey, determine how ,p,$ 
. -;+. . .:,y.:;..,:: >: ... .. far to dive to catch the prey, and guide itself to the prey. If the bird is to survive, both ,.%.. ...........? .~." . ....... . . . .  ......... ..... : ,, ..: 

..... eyes must function properly. . ..*,.... ::)A.. ..,. 
,> :.....;:.:. 
:,,.K>:,:,: :,. ........... ..... .:. :, .L... 

........ ? . I . .  --:. 
'.'.I .. .<.:..>:.:. 

.i . . .... . . .A?..< 
.......S. ...... _.::. 

Tail U 



INFUSING THINKING INTO INSTRUCTION-ELEMENTARY PARTS-WHOLE RELATIONSHIPS l l 

Samoie Student Resoonses The Kestrel lnterrelationshio Between Parts and W h n l ~  i .~ ~ ~~- ~ 

~~~~~ ~~~ ~ ~ 

Kestrel could 

WHAT IS THE FUNCTION OF THE PARTS? 

As the kestrel hovers, it turns its head from side to side and scans the ground with its eyes for the movement of 
recognizable prey. When it spots prey, the Kestrel uses its stereoscopic vision, which depends on the co- 
ordination of both eyes to gauge the location and distance of the prey. The Kestrel then changes the motion of its 
wings, dives, and uses its tail to guide it to the prey. When the Kestrel reaches the prey, it grasps it in its claws. 
using its talons to immobilize and even kill the prey. The Kestrel then uses its wings to fly to a spot where it puts 
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